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Chandler
drafting
hog opinion
Lankford, Cards
have big game
against Montreal
Page 8A

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

_
NATIONAL

UPS turns its
attention back
to customers
ATLANTA (AP) — With a
disruptive strike over at United
Parcel Service, the company
that bills itself as the tightest
ship in the shipping business"
has set out to right its course
— mending morale and winning
back customers.
A tentative settlement with
the Teamsters union took workers off picket lines they formed
Aug. 4 and could send them
back to work as early as today.
Some customers said they
were eager to see familiar
faces in the brown delivery
trucks picking up packages.
"I was buddies with all the
drivers," said Matt Weyandt of
Dover (Del.) Leasing Co. "We'll
have a good laugh about this
now that it's over."

Congress looks
at Indian's
legal immunity
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sally
Matsch thought she was a victim of age discrimination when
she was fired from a Minnesota
Indian casino, so she sued the
tribe that ran it.
But the Prairie Island Indian
Community forced the case into
tribal court, where it was dismissed when the tribe claimed
immunity.
The case is tied up in appeals as pressure mounts on
Congress to strip Indian tribes
of one of their most closely
guarded powers — immunity
from lawsuits.
"The cards are stacked
against us," said Matsch's attorney, Craig Greenberg.
Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash.,
last month inserted a provision
into the Interior Department's
1998 appropriations bill that
would deny federal benefits to
tribes that refuse to waive immunity and allow litigants to bypass tribal courts and go
straight to a federal judge.
WEATHER
Tonight...Becoming mostly
clear with patchy fog. Low in
the lower 60s. Light northwest
wind.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 80s.
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION: Highway 641 will be down to
three lanes for the next month as road
crews resurface the heavily-traveled road. Above, a paving crew
levels the road surface on the northbound lane as traffic moves behind them.

Officials in those eight counties turned to Chandler because
they are afraid that separate ordinances would automatically be
deemed void because of a state
statute called the "Right to Farm
Act." That statute says counties
cannot deem a farming operation
a nuisance based solely on what

P1aiming
recommends
zoning changes
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

The decision to table Calloway's ordinance didn't sit well
with residents for fear Chandler's
opinion will come after Gov. Paul
Patton's 90-day moratorium on
new permits expires. Patton
issued that order July 25.
But at a meeting last week of
the Prosecutor's Advisory Council, Assistant Calloway County
Attorney Vicki Ray and County
Attorney David Harrington had a
chance to talk with Chandler face
to face about the issue. Chandler
told Ray he will probably render
that opinion before the moratorium expires.
MI See Page 2

Playhouse stages
20th anniversary

The Murray Planning Commission recommended two changes
to the city's zoning laws
Tuesday.
The commission recommended
changing the city's zoning ordinance to allow churches in all
zones based on a conditional use
permit, and approved a hew home
occupation ordinance.
The changes still must be approved by the Murray City
Council.
The change to allow churches
in all zones based on a conditional use permit was tabled at
last month's meeting because
commissioners wanted to research the issue and gauge public
sentiment.
Planning director Butch Seargent told commissioners that
churches had been allowed in all
zones up until 1988, when the
city's new zoning ordinance was
approved.
"With the changes, existing
churches could not expand."
Seargent said. "I don't think anybody really realized that."
The commission approved the
change by an 8-0 vote. The measure will now go to the city council for final approval.
Also heading to the council is
a proposed home occupation or-

Kentucky Attorney General
Ben Chandler is taking a "keen
interest" in the issue of corporate
hog farming in Kentucky, a
spokeswoman in his office said
Tuesday.
Officials in the eight Jackson
Purchase counties recently
banned together to ask Chandler
for advice on how to regulate
corporate hog farms. Most of
those counties, like Calloway,
have either passed or are researching their own ordinances in
an attempt to keep such farms out
of their counties.

it produces.
"(Chandler) is very aware of
this issue and he is working on
that opinion right now," said
spokeswoman Jennifer Schaff. "It
is going to be a pretty involved
process of answering that
question."

Board members of the Playhouse
in the Park, invite the community to
join them in celebrating the 20th
anniversary of the theatre on Saturday, Aug. 30.
The open house will begin on
Saturday at 2 p.m. where the community is invited to spend an afternoon of merrymaking,mingling and
memories. Activities for the afternoon will include theatre tours, a
reception, a silent auction will last
throughout the day and at 8 p.m., a
free special performance on the
deck by Valentine and friends.
"Twenty years and still going
strong is the theme of the weekend
celebration. One of our most celebrated past executive directors, Richard Valentine, attached the statement 'Three years and still going
strong' to all his correspondence,so
we felt it fitting that the reunion
committee adopted this theme for
our upcoming 20th year celebration," says Pamela Dawes, reunion
committee chair.
BERNARD KANE/Lodger & Times photo

ALMOST DONE: Larry Hale of Almo bushhogs part of his
360
acres on Brooks Chapel Road Tuesday afternoon before heavy
rains
hit the area.

See Page 2

1977, it has operated continuously
since that time. Its goals are both
education and entertainment,and its
activities have been designed to
"promote the appreciation of literature and fine arts to foster interest
among the children and adults of the
community in all branches of good
theatre and arts."
The home of the Playhouse in the
Park is a railway freight depot
which has been relocated to a
picturesque spot in the city/county
park. Built nearly a century ago,at a
time when the commercial life of
the region depended on the railways, and when the railways provided the best links with the outside
world, the depot has enormous
historic and sentimental value to the
community. Extensive rennovations in the fall and winter of 198990, paid for almost entirely by
contributions from the community,
added an air conditioner and heating
system,space for offices and education rooms, and doubled the size of
the auditorium, making the Playhouse in the Park one of the finest
community theatre facilities in the

Chairs will be available for the
evening performance but guests are
encouraged to bring lawn chairs.
The Playhouse in the Park is the
community theatre for Murray and
Calloway County. Founded in •See Page 2

Health insurance
compromise falls;
no session in sight
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ingressed," he said. "And that has
surance Commissioner George
not developed yet." Nichols
Nichols said insurance companies
"was not as optimistic this mornbacked out of a compromise to
ingliV'd been last week," Patinsure high-risk individuals, and
ton said Tuesday.
Gov. Paul Patton said chances for
Nichols said he recommended
a special session on the issue
to Patton that a special session
next month had dimmed.
not be called next month. He said
"The compromise we had been
the governor agreed it would be a
working on fell apart yesterday
mistake to proceed without the
and the result is that it doesn't
support of both consumer advolook good for a special session,"
cates and industry officials.
Nichols said Tuesday. "We did
"Based on what he told me,
not discuss getting back together.
I told the governor that if I can't !Ws not leaning that way," Nichols said.
get an agreement, I'm not recomNichols blamed the breakdown
mending" a special session.
in negotiations on a sudden
Patton wants a consensus on a
plan before calling a Session.
"It appears that things have re- •See Page 3

WNW IVAInalist a tisi sesii A FRIENDLY WALK: Nary Lawson, Jean Simmons, Dana Scarbrough and Mow*
Illislialt amp"
early morning walk on Tuesday on Story Avenue.
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Zoning...
A&A AUTO •
FROM PAGE 1
RENTAL
dinance, which would define and
regulate home occupations in the
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car,
• Call Us tor Rates

city.
The regulations would allow
the city's planning staff to approve home occupations without
board of zoning approval, as long
as the occupation does not generate traffic, has no employees or
signs and no external storage. All
other home occupations would

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER
Opens August 16th, 1997
at the

University Branch
YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray

753-4295
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We Are From The Old School.
We can talk 'till we're
blue in the face...
But these lir messages are absolutely
meaningless if you donl
visit us just once.
Remember..
All By Ourselves!
Class
We're In A

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

ENGLISH FARMS, INC.
SPECIALTY FOODS

Going back to school....
Make it an English
Farms year.
Mugs, Chocolates, Popcorn

Tins, Gift Baskets, Coffees,
Teas, hot Cocoas, Snacks, Mints, Sugar Free Candies,
Cheeses, Mustards, Jams & Jellies, Notecards and More:
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now open again on
Sat 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
10th & Arcadia Sts. • Murray • 753-0921

have to be approved by the board
of zoning appeals.
The commission also heard
from Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce executive
vice president John Williams.
Williams asked that the commission consider changing the city's
sign ordinance to allow temporary signage to be used for longer,
and more frequent, amounts of
time.
"Our small businessmen need
an opportunity to promote their
businesses," Williams said.

Planning commission chairman
John Peck also said the existing
restrictions may be too rigid.
Currently, businesses can use a
temporary sign for 14 days every
four months.
Commissioners asked Seargent
to work up a proposal to discuss
at next month's meeting. However, commissioner David Graham indicate some concern with
changing the city's regulations.
"I don't think we want to get
back into the sign business," Graham said.

•Playhouse...
FROM PAGE 1
state of Kentucky.
In the past 20 years, the Playhouse in the Park has produced
hundreds of plays, averaging nine a
year. Plays are selected to appeal to
and involve a broad base of the
population, with classic drama,
light-hearted comedy, musical comedy, mystery and contemporary
drama all taking their turn.
Please support the Playhouse in
celebrating 20 years of friendships,
fun,theatre,and entertainment. Join
us in welcoming back our alumni

for this important anniversary.
A formal dinner will also be held
(black tie optional) on Friday, August 29,to celebrate twenty years of
success at Racer Inn.Tickets for this
event are $25. "An Entertaining
Evening with the Gang" will be the
entertainment provided. Bill Phillips is the director for the event.
There is limited space available and
reservations are on a "first come,
first serve" basis. Make your reservations for the formal dinner by
calling the theatre at (502) 7591752.

III Chandler...
FROM PAGE 1
"He assured me that this issue
would get top priority and that
he'll have that opinion before the
moratorium is up," Ray said. "I
was pleased with his reaction and
kind of shocked because he was
so vehement about this issue."
The issue of corporate hog
farms became a regional environmental concern when a proposed
5,760-sow operation in Hickman
County was announced.
Residents didn't learn of that
operation until after Mayfield businessman Kenneth Buckman had
obtained the necessary permits
from the state. Currently, the
state can grant such permits without approval or notification of
county governments.
In Buckman's proposal, about
6 million gallons of waste a year
would be pumped into an unlined, 8-acre open pool to decompose before being sprayed onto
the land as fertilizer. To control
odors, Buckman has proposed
planting trees to block the wind.
Ray said Chandler has been
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looking for a way to get involved
with this issue since it began and
the opinion request is the ideal
platform.
"From what he told me, he believes these farms are ruining the
small farmers in Kentucky and
that they need to be stopped,"
Ray said. "But I don't get the
sense, from what (Chandler) told
me, that the governor is as opposed to it. He said the governor's position is that the state
doesn't want the environmental
hazards, but we do need the
industry."
Ray stressed that this was
Chandler's opinion and not an official statement from Patton's
office.
Officials in the eight Jackson
Purchase counties have another
meeting set for October.
"At that time, we will sit down
and decide what our next move is
going to be," Ray said. "We may
ask for a declaratory judgment on
the issue. After I spoke with
(Chandler), I told the other
county attorneys about our discussion and they all were pleased
with his response."
Ray said the state's department
of agriculture is also looking into
the issue of how to better regulate the industry in Kentucky.

Storm causes damage,
accidents in county
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Tuesday afternoon's brief
thunderstorm wreaked havoc for
county emergency personnel and
resulted in two accidents and several people being taken to
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
As the storm hit about 4 p.m.,
Martha Loosier, 67, of Puryear,
Tenn., and Dorothy Brannon, also
of Puryear (no age available),
were driving southbound on U.S.
Highway 641 when a tree fell
onto their car smashing the
windshield.
"They were not injured seriously except for some cuts and
bruises," Sheriff Stan Scott said.
Scott said the accident blocked
trafffic on 641 and rescuers had
problems reaching the accident
site. As Murray firefighters And
Calloway County Fire-Rescue

personnel cleared the road, officials were alerted to another
accident.
"The report we got was that it
was south of our location so we
sent people out there, it turned
out that it was north of where we
were," Scott said.
In the second accident, Scott
said a vehicle driven by Eunice
Rickman of Paducah rear-ended a
vehicle driven by Carol Watkins
of Puryear, which subsequently
rear-ended another vehicle driven
by Ivan Bozeman of Florida. A
passenger in Watkins' vehicle,
Lois Lee, was taken to MCCH
with chest pains. No ages were
available in the second accident.
"It was pretty hectic there for a
second," Scott said. "Other than
that, we had several unconfirmed
reports that a tornado was sighted
near Kirksey and we had power
out near the Wildcat area."

Utility companies say
merger can't change
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The proposed merger of KU
Energy Corp. and LG&E Energy
Corp. is a take-it-or-leave-it deal
that offers everything it can to
customers and won't be approved
if it is changed in any way, chairmen of the two Kentucky utility
giants said yesterday.
LG&E's Roger Hale and KU's
Michael Whitley spent much of
yesterday describing the deal -to
Public Service Commission members and explaining why even the
smallest change could lead shareholders to reject the merger when
it comes up for vote on Sept. 14.
"This is a 'fully priced' transaction," Hale told the commissioners, citizen groups and local
companies' representatives who
cross-examined witnesses during
the PSC hearing on the merger
yesterday. "At this time, I am
not willing to make any
changes."
When asked whether the PSC
should consider the merger a
take-it-or-leave-it deal, Hale answered "pretty much so. Yes."
Under the proposed merger,
announced May 21, Hale will retain the titles of chairman and
chief executive officer and Whitley will be vice chairman, president and chief operating officer.
The proposal offers a 2 percent
surcredit on customers' bills for
five years or until LG&E's predicted start of retail competition.
The surcredit represents half of

Leave You Hanging?
Special Offers From The
Hometown Bank

what the companies expect to
save by reducing their staffs by
453 employees.
Victor Staffieri, LG&E chief
financial officer, explained that
even a "minor" change — such
as using 1 extra percent of the
anticipated savings for environmental or social causes — would
cause the merger to fail.
"It just doesn't work otherwise," Staffieri said. "A change
in the economics to the shareholders, that would be major to us."
Whitley called the deal "compelling" and said Kentuckians .
should jump at the chance.
Although the two utilities
claim to have some of the lowest
rates in the nation, much of the
day was spent discussing whether
they have been charging too
much for years.
Because neither kas requested
a rate increase in years — it has
been 14 years for KU and six for
LG&E — some in the audience
suspected they were quietly
"over-earning" by charging
more than their cost plus a normal rate of return. LG&E is believed to have an earning return
of about 16 percent.
University of Kentucky finance
professor Charles Haywood, a
witness for the utilities, said the
two issues should be kept distinct. He said the commission can
examine rates whenever it wants,
and it should not "exact a toll"
on the companies for trying to
merge.
Cheryl Raskin, representing the
Louisville-based Metro Human
Needs Alliance, presented Whitley with a study published in
Public Utilities Fortnightly. The
report said KU's "customers'
rates would increase" if the company charged market rates as
many expect the proposed
merged company to do.
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Mir's batteries get charged
By VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) — The batteries of the Mir space station
soaked up the sun's energy today
while its Russian-American crew
prepared for one of the most
dangerous spacewalks in history.
"The station is flying in an
oriented position toward the
sun," said Mission Control
spokesman Valery Lyndin. "The
batteries are being charged and
preparations for the spacewalk
are under way."
Deputy mission chief Igor
Goncharov said because of new
battery power the crew also began switching on the gyroscopes,
which give the station permanent
orientation in space.
The spacewalk is scheduled for
Friday, said Goncharov, who
added that the crew will spend
most of Thursday preparing for
the trip.
Russian officials are determined to keep the aging space
outpost flying into the 21st century despite a series of accidents
and malfunctions that included a
collision with a cargo ship in
June.
In the latest near-disaster
aboard Mir, the station's main
computer failed Monday, leaving
the spacecraft twisting in orbit
for several hours.
The malfunction was serious

enough to knock out the orientation system that keeps Mir's solar
panels aligned with the sun.
Without control over which way
Mir is pointing in space, its solar
batteries lost power, forcing the
crew to shut down many systems.
By Tuesday, the computer was
revived. The vital but oft-delayed
attempt to carry out more serious
repairs involves a dangerous venture into the Mir's ruptured
Spektr module.
During a radio session today,
crew members discussed the
spacewalk in detail, including
how to retrieve some of the personal gear of U.S. astronaut Michael Foale from the Spektr.
They also decided to mount a
camera that could be used to film
the module's interior.
Goncharov, like many other
Russian space officials, said
Mir's persistent problems "reflect the situation in our
economy."
That was similar to last week's
remarks from Russian cosmonaut
Vasily Tsibliyev, freshly returned
from Mir.
"It's impossible to procure
many things which are vital for
the station, due to the fact that
they are either not manufactured
any longer, short in supply, or
overpriced," he said.
But Goncharov said such shortcomings have never threatened

DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES
MOW

the crew.
"The crew never has lacked
anything, the absence of which
could threaten flight safety. We
regularly have been bringing all
necessary supplies on board our
cargo ships and U.S. shuttles,"
he said.
The Russian cosmonauts don't
know what they will encounter
when they open the hatchi into the
darkened module that was
rammed by a cargo ship on June
25, puncturing its hull and knocking out much of Mir's power system. The crew must try to reconnect the power cables and repair
the collision damage.
The Spektr module housed dozens of experiments, now likely
ruined by the impact. Broken
equipment could tear the cosmonauts' spacesuits. Body fluids
from the experiments — like
blood and urine — may be floating in the weightless interior and
nobody is sure what the potential
dangers may be.
Another Russian space official,
Deputy Mission Control chief
Viktor Blagov, said last week
that "such work has never been
done in the history of space
exploration."
Insisting as they have since February, when an on-board fire beset the Mir, the officials promised
that the station's three-man crew
is not in danger.
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III Compromise...
FROM PAGE 1
change in position by two associations that represent many of the
45 insurance companies that
stopped selling individual policies in the state after Kentucky
passed its health care reforms of
1994 and 1996. The companies
said the ban on charging the sick
more than the healthy, and other
consumer-friendly requirements,
were costing them money.
Nichols said the companies had
agreed in principle on a plan in
which they would either have to
insure high-risk individuals or
pay an assessment to companies
that do. But they backed out of
the agreement Monday, the deadline Nichols had set for a compromise, he said.
The compromise, which would
have allowed insurance companies to once again use people's
health status in setting premiums
— but on a limited basis — did
have the endorsement of the
state's two biggest insurers, Humana Inc. and Anthem Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, and of an
association representing the
state's health maintenance organizations. Also, consumer advocates had tentatively agreed to
the plan.
However, the Health Insurance
Association of America and the
Council for Affordable Health

Care told Nichols on Monday
that in the final analysis they
could not go along with it. The
two associations represent about
30 of the 45 companies — including chief players like Golden
Rule, Time Insurance and Mutual
of Omaha.
Joe Hollohan, a spokesman for
the Council for Affordable Health
Care, said the plan was too complicated and "there were too
many uncertainties. There is a lot
of nervousness about coming
back because we've been burned
once."
Kate Devine, a spokeswoman
for HIAA, said the fact that the
majority of her members couldn't
support the "pay or play plan"
shouldn't compromise chances
for the special session.
"We agree on a lot of other
things," Devine said. "We
should leave the last issue to the
General Assembly and let the
battle be fought there."
Senate President Larry Saunders, a Louisville Democrat, said
he still wanted a special session.
He said he and other legislative
leaders were to meet with Patton
today.
Rep. Tom Burch, a Louisville

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Democrat and a staunch defender
of the reforms, praised Nichols
for standing up to the 45
companies.
"We shouldn't be bushwhacked or pushed around by
these companies," Burch said.
"It was a wise move to slow the
process down."
But Nichols said it was not his
intention to slow things down. He
has concerns that the individual
market will continue to deterior-

EARN
6.10%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

ate. Only two insurers still offer
individual policies — Anthem
and Kentucky Kare, a statesponsored plan, cover nearly
100,000 people in such plans, and
both claim heavy losses in that
market.

Bob
Cornelison

Shell

DOUBILIEWIDE
Display Clearance Sale

PINNACLE

Price includes:
-Delivery/Set-up
-3 Ton Central A/C
-Stove
'Refrigerator

-Dishwasher
-Ceiling Fan
'Vinyl Siding
'Shingle Roof

If you have an active checking account we will
give you cash for
your check today and deposit in 12 days
or your next payday!

Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO ONE AWAY
SAVE

25%
by bringing in a
receipt, business card,
or brochure from a
competitor

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1020

SAVE

25%

>,,When you bring this

ad in

(Next to August Moon)
'Discounts apply to new customers only.

rir Irk)

Proceeds go to
Habitat For Humanity

Sunday, Aug. 24

Children 12 & Under FREE

$13 Advance
$16 At The Gate
Gate opens at 10 a.m. - entertainment starts at noon.

No glass bottles allowed at
Festival please.

Friday, Aug. 22
FREE Admission
Starts at 5 p.m.

28x56 - 3 Bedroom
2 Bath

Kenlake's 8th Annual
Hot August Blues
The Hottest Blues Festival In America!
"Fun & Sun & Fuel For The Blues Soul"

August 22-23-24

-Patio Door
-Ceiling Fan
-Vinyl Siding
-Shingle Roof

Saturday, Aug. 23

*5% Down Payment

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Open 7 Days A Week
Hwy. 79 N. Paris, TN

1-800-533-3568

For Ticket
Location &
Information
Call 502-474-2211
1-800425-0143

Kenlake's
Hot August
Blues Festival
Sponsored By...

Sunday, Aug. 24

"20 Doublewldes on Display." Large Selection of
Singlewides.

(901) 644-0012

Social Security
Customers Welcome

Concert Offerings

No Money Down with Land Trade-ins Welcome
With Approved Credit

753-0045

Admission:

'36,900

,

Murray, Ky.

$8 Gate Admission Only
Gate opens 11 a.m. - entertainment starts at 1 p.m.

FLEETWOOD

Price includes:
-Delivery/Set-up
-3 Ton Central A/C
-Stove
-Refrigerator

Chestnut St

fit

Saturday, Aug. 23

,or

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

Personal Check Advance

an additional

753.4703

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET
S795

Bar-B-0 Ribs,,, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried
Chicken, Food 13ar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar,
Drink.

GRAND OPENING

FARM
DUREAU
Also Available As LILA.

1

$329

1L7IRST
1.1 AMERICAN
CA$H ADVANCE

Pick 3:
4-2-1
Pick 4:
8-1-4-4
Cash 5:
3-16-18-22-33

Well wrapped, rice can be
frozen for up to six months.
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Friday, Aug. 22

Kenny Neal
Roy Book Binder
Big Jack Johnson
Little Whitt & Big Bo
Mike Griffin & The Unknown Blues Band
Shirley King - Daughter of the Blues
The Kelly Richey Band
.Deborah Coleman
Roy Book Binder
Big Al & the Heavyweights
Shack Shakers • The Fender Benders
The Triple Crown Blues Band • Crash Daddy's
Roy Book Binder
Blues Storyteller & Singer
Lew Jetton & 61 South
Delicious Blues Stew
Mississippi Millie McLaine

13
1
Fit
WICMS

06 APPLE
CAFE

Kenlake
Resort Park
Hwy. US 68/80 at
Hwy. KY 94
Aurora, KY
502-474-2211
1.
=
•
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Fed bashing in
decline currently

1

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Remember Fed bashing? It used to be a
popular bipartisan pastime in the nation's capital, engaged in enthusiastically by presidents and rank-and-file lawmakers alike.
But these days, critics of the Federal Reserve seem a temporarily
endangered species. Alan Greenspan, Fed chairman since 1987,
through three presidents, has generated only a handful of congressional detractors.
Thus, when Greenspan's Fed announced Tuesday that it would
leave interest rates alone — yet again — there was liule reaction in
sleepy summer Washington.
"The fact is, the economy has not been kind to Fed bashers,"
said Thomas E. Mann, director of governmental studies at the
Brookings Institution. "Interest rates have been reasonably low and
all signs of healthy growth are there."
After all, what's to criticize?
Plenty, according to the relatively few still-active Fed bashers.
"The debate should be about lowering rates — not raising rates
or keeping them level," said Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.
Harkin argues that interest rates may seem low — but only because inflation is so low.
"The truth is that real interest rates continue to remain high by
historical standards," said Harkin, one of seven senators to vote
against Greenspan's confirmation last year to a third four-year
term.
Keeping interest rates level while inflation continues to decline
amounts to a virtual increase in rates, Fed critics contend.
Consumer prices are rising at a tame 1.5 percent annual rate so
far this year, less than half the 3.3. percent gain in 1996.
Lawmakers have always grumbled at the lack of congressional
oversight over the Fed, which has more autonomy than any other
body in the public sector.
The Fed pays its own expenses out of the $20 billion or so a year
in profits it earns each year managing the government's investments, turning the rest back to the Treasury.
Congress has virtually no say over how it spends its share — and
thus little leverage except through the Senate confirmation process.
The seven-member Federal Reserve Board oversees a system that
determines interest rates for millions of American consumers and
businesses, regulates the nation's largest banking companies and
provides services to commercial banks.
"It operates in complete secrecy, without accountability," said
Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D., who wants to see all Fed functions
other than those relating to monetary policy subjected to congressional oversight.
He said Tuesday's Fed announcement "was the obvious decision." He feels Greenspan's Fed gets too much credit for the
strong low-inflation economy. "It's like crediting the rooster for
the sunrise," he said.
Fed bashers are quick to cite a 1996 audit that suggested the Fed
had gone on a spending spree, doubling its annual expenses to $2
billion over the past decade — even as the banks it regulated and
most federal agencies were cutting back.
But as long as the economy continues to perform solidly, and
Congress and the Clinton administration have a new balancedbudget agreement to brag on, such criticism is likely to remain
muted.
The Fed has only raised interest rates once in nearly three years,
nudging a key short-term rate up by a quarter point last March. It
left them unchanged in meetings in May, July and again Tuesday.
Of course, the Fed bashers may be quick to re-emerge if the Fed
cranks up rates this fall, as many analysts expect.
The full force of any Fed rate hike this fall would likely be felt
most heavily in mid-1998 — as congressional re-election campaigns are heating up.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum corers politics and national
affairs for The Associated Press and frequent!) reports on economic issues.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WhiOeld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-2242541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
kuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in cast verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Tobacco agreement would help
FRANKFORT — A couple of
Sundays ago, I rode from Frankfort
to Lexington on the Old Frankfort
Pike,certainly one of Kentucky's,if
not the nation's, most beautiful
scenic drives.
Most of the farms on the Old
Frankfort Pike are horse farms,
idyllic in the summertime heat, thZ
stone fences stretching into the
distance and the trees arching across
the two-lane road. All should be
right with the world.
Except that the tobacco, in fields
not used to corral expensive thoroughbreds, was about a foot tall at a
time when it should be towering
over the heads of those cutting it.
Before last week's generally pitiful rains in Central Kentucky, tobacco experts were saying fully 40
percent of this year's burley crop
was a disaster. All that rain in
March, April and May and then all
those dry days in June and July
made for a ruinous combination for
tobacco farmers.
Judging from the tobacco fields
I've seen recently in Shelby, Franklin, Woodford and Fayette counties,
farmers here will be lucky if 40
percent of the crop is even worth
putting in their barns to cure.
All of this comes at the most
inauspicious time for Kentucky's

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
billion-dollar burley tobacco crop.
The S368.5 billion deal worked
out between cigarette manufacturers and states' attorneys general
to end the avalanche of anti-tobacco
litigation left the growers of tobacco
completely out in the cold. It was as
if the growers didn't much matter in
the great scheme of things, their
:ivelihoods insignificant as the legal
bills for the nation's cigarette makers climbed out of sight, and the
likelihood of winning the court
battles disappeared as well.
Since the settlement must be
approved by Congress and the
White House, the political clout of
tobacco farmers in their states and
the power of those states' congressional delegations made it virtually
impossible for any final settlement
actually to ignore tobacco farmers.
N,Kentucky's two U.S.,senators — Democrat Wendell Ford and
Republican Mitch McConnell —

have had their staffsjointly come up
with a plan that would steer to
farmers,communities dependent on
tobacco farming and workers in
cigarette plants who lose their jobs
about SI billion annually of the
S368.5 billion tobacco companies
will pay over 25 years.
Nothing is settled finally, but
directors of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Association, the Kentucky
Farm Bureau and a flue-cured growers co-op in North Carolina are all
close enough to agreement on most
of the Ford-McConnell proposal
that it probably will get overall
support soon.
In general terms,the agreement is
correct in trying to protect farmers'
income, cigarette plant workers'
jobs and rural communities' economic health from the impact not
only of the settlement itself:but also
the long-range effect of the nation-

dc anti-smoking crusade.
But guaranteeing tobacco farm
income levels doesn't really address
the central issue of providing farmers, their communities and workers in cigarette plants with the
means of weaning themselves ofl
their reliance on tobacco as a major
income source.
Who better, of course, to finance
that effort than the very manufacturers who have made all those
farmers, communities and workers
as dependent on tobacco as the most
addicted smoker? Surely, any final
settlement of the issue ought to
direct a significant amount of money into state and national agriculture programs designed specifically
to help farmers — whether in
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina or wherever — move beyond
tobacco as a reliable 'source of
income.
No matter what is agreed ultimately and approved in Washington, that reliability over the next 25
years is open to serious question,
and it would be a mistake for
farmers not to expect, indeed demand, that their long-range economic interests be taken just as
seriously as that of. Phillip Morris
and the other cigarette manufacturers.
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Clinton delivers on UPS strike
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
President Clinton, this delivery
was timed right — a settlement
of the UPS strike, packaged
under administration prodding,
just after he'd raised his personal
and political stake in ending the
walkoui
Labor Secretary Alexis Herman oversaw the marathon bargaining that led to the Monday
night deal after the vacationing
president demanded redoubled
settlement efforts and warned
striking Teamsters they'd soon
face the loss of public sympathy.
Until then, Clinton had limited
his personal role to urging a bargained settlement while assigning
Herman to get management and
union negotiators talking, and
keep them at it.
"The president and I always
believed that the solution was at
the bargaining table," Herman
said in announcing the settlement
early today.
Dealing with a national strike
is a balancing act for any president, particularly for a Democrat
who doesn't want a collision with
organized labor. But the ,United
Parcel Service shutdown was
dragging at the economy, and
there was heightening business
pressure for White House
intervention.
That didn't seem to be a real
option, at least not after 15 days.
But there were others. Prodding, persuading, coaxing, demanding, sometimes intervening
to force strikers back to work,
sometimes threatening to do so,
presidents have used an array of

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
tactics in dealing with disruptive
strikes.
Clinton ventured a new one,
saying Sunday night that a settlement was as close as his thumb to
his forefinger, and that his gut
told him the strike was about to
be ended. It seemed a wishful
prophecy, as though saying so
would make it so, and the Teamsters contradicted Clinton.
Until they settled, one night
later.
The presidential impact on a
situation like this one is difficult
to gauge; after all, nobody in or
out of the bargaining room had to
be told that Clinton wanted a
settlement.
Still, it was his push and his
administration's.
Beyond jawboning —
Washington slang for an effort to
talk things into happening —
there weren't many options for
the administration.
The intervention UPS and
some of its delivery-starved customers wanted would have been
the first of its kind of two decades, an unlikely course for
Clinton, and one that might not
have worked anyhow.
Under the Taft-Hartley Act, a

president can seek a court order
to stop a strike, but only by proving that the walkout is a national emergency that imperils
public health or safety.
It was a case the administration
didn't think could have been
made. And trying would have enraged big labor against Clinton.
• The Taft-Hartley Act has been
a bane to organized labor since it
took effect, 50 years ago Friday,
over Harry S. Truman's veto.
Not only are back-to-work orders anathema to unions, but
when a court issues one under
Taft-Hartley, it includes a requirement that the company's last
contract offer be put to a vote of
union members. UPS wanted
that; the Teamsters said no until
their leaders came to terms with
the company.
The Taft-Hartley machinery
hasn't been used since Jimmy
Carter ipvoked the law in 1978 to
end a three-month coal strike,
which then was settled.
Intervention in transportation
strikes is not unusual; Clinton has
done it three times himself. But
the law covering those cases is
different: a president can step in
when a strike threatens to inter-

rupt interstate commerce.
In other disputes, presidents
more often have made the White
House a platform, and at times an
arena, for attempts to persuade
unions and managements to settle
their disputes.
Lyndon B. Johnson wrote the
book on that. He would summon
negotiators to the White House
and use his trademark treatment
— some said arm twisting — to
get them to settle. When they did,
he'd often broadcast the announcement himself.
Johnson picked his spots for
success.
Clinton tried to use his White
House pulpit to coax an end to
the major league baseball strike
in 1995, and when that failed, he
urged Congress to force a settlement. It was ended that spring,
without intervention.
There was precedent. Ronald
Reagan had his administration intercede in the 1981 baseball
strike to promote the bargaining
that led them to play ball again
that year.
It's not always that way. Truman used threats and in one case,
outright seizure of the steel industry, to block strikes. When
striking air traffic controllers defied Reagan's order to go back to
work in 1981, he fired them and
hired new ones.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

Kennel Club plans dinner meeting
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will have a dinner meeting on Thursday, Aug. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade instead of the place
previously announced. All members and interested persons are invited. For information call Rose Carpenter, president, 759-455
6.

CCHS yearbooks to be distributed

Calloway County Touchdown Club will have its annual Meet
the
Lakers event on Thursday, Aug. 21, at 5 p.m. at the
Calloway
County High School stadium. Barbecue meal will be
$3 per plate.
The 1996 football team and cheerleaders will be recogni
zed. Persons
may join the Touchdown Club at this time and purchase
season passes. T-shirts and key chains sporting the Calloway
County football
logo will also be on sale. All supporters of the high
school and
middle school football programs are invited to attend.

Singles' dance on Saturday
Singles (SOS) Organizational Society will sponsor a dance on Saturday, Aug. 23, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Parrish Center of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, Murray. This will feature line dancing, ladies choice, waterfall dances, etc., with Bill Raymer as D.J. Persons
are asked to bring snacks to share with non-alcoholic beverages provided. Cost will be $5 per person. Door prizes will be given. All
singles are invited. For more information call Jane, 489-2046, or
Sue, 489-2922.

Wranglers show on Saturday
Wranglers Riding Club will have an open horse show on Saturday, Aug. 23, at 6 p.m'. at 7 p.m. at the riding rink, located 2'A miles
east of Murray on Van Cleve Road off Highway 94 East. Featured
will be 31 classes with concession stand open. Admission will be $2.
For information call David or Cillia Alexander, 489-6106, or Herman or Junior Carrol, 753-1219.

Bogard reunion on Saturday
A Bogard family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 23, at Weaks
Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be at noon. All Bogard family relatives and
friends are invited. For more information call Troy Bogard at
474-8873 or Modena Outland at 753-0254.

Soccer registration planned
Murray Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the fall season Saturday, Aug. 23, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
Sunday, Aug. 24, from 2 to 4 p.m., and Tuesday, Aug. 26, from 6 to
8 p.m., all at Park office on Payne Street. Registration will also be
conducted at the Park office during normal office hours of 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. from Aug. 25 through 29. Registration fees will be $35 for
first child in family, $30 for second, and $25 for additional children.
Any late registrations accepted after Aug. 29 will be charged an additional $10 with no sibling discounts and there will be no players
added after team selections Sept. 3. The fall seasion will have teams
for both boys and girls that are between the ages of 4 and 14 by
Aug. 1. For information call John Griffin at 498-8992.

MHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1987 will have its 10-year high
school reunion on Saturday, Aug. 30, at Murray Country Club. Any
member planning to attend or needing more information contact
Amy Long McDowell, 753-6940, or Melissa Gray, 767-0907.

SAVE AT LEAST 20% THROUGH AUG. 241

HOME Solutions!
S

A

Pewter Finish Tables w/Glass Tops,
York Stackable CD Shelf,
Elaina Sleeper/Sofa,
Acid Wash Napkins,
Chenille Placemats,
Key West Dinnerware,
NEW...Chrome Bath & Kitchen
Accessories
Cobalt Rim Glassware
All Aromatherapy Collections
AND LOTS MORE...ALL ON SALE!

Rolimports
()ne Block East Of MSU Campus On Chestnut St.

Newborn admission
Coles baby boy, parents, Karen and
Daryl, Hazel.

Dismissals
James Hunter Dunnigan, Benton;
Mrs. Karen S. Coles and baby boy,
Hazel;
Mrs. Kim Elizabeth Latham, Hardin;
Mrs. Helen D. Moore, Almo; William H
Fisher, Cadiz;
Mrs. Alice Dean Keys and Miss
Kelly A. Schlabach, Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions and

Dismissals

Murray Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, Aug. 21, at 5 p.m. in the Guidance Office. The
Textbook Committee will meet at 7:20 a.m. in the library. The
Video Committee will meet Thursday at 3:45 p.m. prior to the council meeting. All interested persons are invited to attend the meetings.

Meet the Lakers on Thursday

• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Aug. 17, have been released as
follows:

Frank Eaton Myers, Hardin; Mrs.
Robbie N. Shields, New Concord; Mrs.
lmagene Lyles, Symsonia;
Mrs. Lois Johnson Palmer, Harver,
III.; Mrs. Vena L. McKendree, Benton;
Miss Julie Knott, Paris, Tenn.;
Talon Dane Walker, Calvert City;
Mrs. Carrie Ann Minnick and baby girl,
Cadiz;
Ralph William Johnston, Springville,
Tenn.; Miss Sandra Lou Hawkins,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Maurine L. Loftin, David Cary
Hendrick, Wilburn Miller Herndon,
Uoyd D. Sills,
Mrs. Bobbie Jean Higgins, Roderick
Reed, Melton Delbert Mitchell, Mrs.
Dorothy J. Blakely,
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, Mrs. Mary
Eva Hopson, and Ms. Lilly A. Lamb, all
of Murray.
Expiration
Codie Lee Caldwell, Murray.
• • • •

Murray Council will meet

The 1997 CallOway County High School yearboo
ks may be picked
up starting today (Wednesday) through Friday,
Aug. 29. They will
be available before school, 7:40 to 8 a.m., or after
school, 3 to 3:15
p.m. in the gym lobby, according to Emily
Pyle and Marcie Williams, editors.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Aug. 15, have been
released as follows:

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Mize

Barnes-Mize vows said;
reception on Saturday

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Aug. 16, have been released as
follows:

Cynthia and Tanny Barnes of Murray
announce the marriage of
their daughter, Holly Barnes, to Jason Mize,
son of Carolyn and Edward Mize.
The wedding vows were said on Saturday,
Aug. 9, 1997, in a private ceremony at Versailles.
An open reception was held in Versaill
es following the ceremony.
The bride is the granddaughter of Hewlett
and Dorothy Cooper and
Eula Mae Barnes and the late Gingles
Barnes, all of Murray.
The groom is the grandson of Sarah and Larkin
Pennington of London and Hazel Mize of Heyden.
A second reception will be held Saturday,
Aug. 23, from 4 to 6 p.m.
at the Barnes' residence in Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.

Martinez boy
born July 31
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Martinez
of 291 Belews Rd., Benton, are
the parents of a son, Austin Caleb
Martinez, born on Thursday, July
31, 1997, at 9:21 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces and measured
201/2 inches. The mother is the
former Melissa Johnson. A
brother is James Johnson.
Grandparents are Irell and John
Albin of Murray and Johnny and
Yolanda Martinez of Amarillo,
Texas.

Newborn admissions
Wilson baby boy, parents, Wendy
and Dustin, Murray;
Jobe baby boy, mother, Casondra
Thompson, Dexter;
Parker baby girl, parents, Pamela
and Harvey, Mayfield;
Brooks baby girl, parents, Sandi and
Bryan, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Rickey L. Houser and Mrs. Nema M
Craven, Benton; Mrs. Doris Georgette
Jones, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Miss Holley Leanne Rodgers, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Carolyn J. Gruys
and Miss Jo Ann Higgins, New
Concord;
Miss Mary A. Hartzfeldt, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Leah Mills, Wingo; Mrs.
Sue Ann Garber Webb, Arlington;
Mrs. Mary Lucille Marshall, Mrs.
Gladys Monett Disque, Mrs. Lyda S.
McMillen, and Ivan C. Schwarm, all of
Murray.

Support Your
Local
Businesses.

dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Aug. 18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Skillern baby girl, parents, Lisa and
William, Murray;
Dick baby girl, mother, Lisa Wiggins, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Frances Henson, Sedalia; Ms.
Casondra L. Thompson and baby boy,
Dexter;
James Lowell Nance, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Kimberley Ann Kisner,
Benton;
Barry Lynn Beadles and Mrs.
Pamela Leigh Parker and baby girl,
Mayfield;
Ms. Lillie Mae Pace, Mrs. Gertie Bell
Downs, Mrs. Mary Helen Tidwell,
Mrs. Wendy E. Wilson and baby
boy, and Matthew Scott Wiggins, all of
Murray.
•

•

•

•

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
7tWTF
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FUN & FASHION

Elleilid4'4 Sewing Machine Co.
"We Sell The Best And Service The Rest"
•
IBring This Ad And Receive I
1 500 Off Each Pair Of 1
I Scissors We Sharpen For I
1
You.

•

502-898-7301 • 800-599-USEW
Hwy 68 Reldland Near 1-24 Exit #16

DIAMOND JEWELRY

1111.1:11
MAULIIE
Nothing Held Back! August Only!

Reference
Price **

Charge It!

NO INTEREST*
*See Store for Details
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JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Do you worry you're too short to wear
certain items,do you wish your legs were
longer? If you have this problem here are
a few suggestions to fake a taller look.
(1) Wear a front slit skirt for a kg.
lengthening vertical line.
(2)Go monochrornatic with footwear and
hose to match your skirt.
(3)Wear opaque hose with short skins or
shorts
(4) Wear at least a little bit of a heel even
with jeans (a little bit of a chunky heel
looks great)
(5) If you have thick calves or ankles
wear knee high boots
(6) Wear a straight skirt that has been
tapered at the bottom & wear narrow
pants
(7)Don't wear skinny or textured hose,or
ankle strap or high pump shoes. They cut
you off at the feet, or socks of any kind
with a skin
The trends for this year can be for any,
size or any height.
This fall there are great sweaters in
every texture. Even if you're bottom
heavy. A long sleek sweater looks ternfic
with a short straight skirt or slim pant.
Donna Karan states "skins or panis
paired with a long coat are great for
enlongating the figure."
Suits are back in a big way. Forget the
structure power suits,this season suits are
fresher and more feminine.
Suits are still the surest and best way it,
dress for the office. The new suits can
have faux fur trim or be in an exquisite
fabric. The long coat and skin arc one of
the newest looks.
A suit sends a message of power and
control and mixed with accessories or
unique top it also shows your feminine
side and your indivival personality.
Lood for the jacket dresses, a long
sleeveless column dress topped with
cardigans.jackets.Or bolero, with zippers
and all kinds of trims.
New fall goods are arriving daily with
wonderful new accessories from scarves,
to chokers, to beaded necklaces to tortoise shell jewelry to enhance your own
personal style.
Congratulations to Tonya Morris who
won the Brighton belt at our luncheon on
Friday. Many thanks to Monica Walston
who prepared California chicken salad
among other delicious dishes. The conversation is lively and the food is good
and free to anyone, who would like to
join us for lunch. We love serving our
customers.
Come by try on, and remember we do
free aherations - tailored for just the right
fit.
This looks like a great season coming
up... Be ready for all new events with
special outfits from DK Kelley. Stay
tuned to nexr week's fun and fashion
report..
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Peebles presented award

Harrison is selected

4P.539x,Aktas

University Plaza • Murray • 747-0213

Tara Harrison, daughter of
Barry and Cresti Harrison of
Almo, has recently been accepted
for the second consecutive year
for publication in Who's Who
Among American High School
Students.
Her biography and picture will
appear in the 1996-97 edition.
Harrison, a junior at Calloway
County High School, is a member
of Beta Club, Foreign Language
Club, Advanced Choir, and Pep
•
Club.
She will serve as vice president

PUBLIC
NOTICE
Now Accepting

Alterations
For Ladies, Men
& Children
All Types of Sewing
•Herns •Zippers
•Sleeves •Waists

Tara Harrison

of STAR Events for the CCHS
Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America during the 1997-98
school year. She is a member of
Coldwater Church of Christ.
•

411 411/ VIP.
4111,9414.411P11119 411041119.9,
IP
All-In-One
9 Car. You Can Count On
Sewing Center IP •Consulatation & review of prescriptions Free Prescriptions 9
lip
461'
Delivery

753-3444

qp 'Computerized Records
qp •We acceot ;nost insurance plans
'Health & Beauty Items

95 Chestnut St.
Industrial Road • Murray
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

fe

qp

f

11°

HOLLAND DRUGS,
Bob Dunn, R.PH..

109 S. 4th St.. 753-1462 11P

•Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat.
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You can have 47 lbs. off by Christmas!
Call us today to find out how she did it!
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Wednesday,

Wednesday, Aug. 20
Reservations for Christian Women's

Lisa Dick
Of Murray, Ky.
Has Lost Over
40 Lbs. & Over
58 Inches!! And
Still Losing!!

\
NN

Murray Christian Academy Teachers Kathy Jacobs, Kindergarten,
and Joetta Kelly, physical education, are ready for the start of this
school year.

Level II S
American
Pool. Pict
All Adams
son. Not

CALENDAR

CONTROL CENTER
H1-ENERGY WEIGHT
8 WOMEN
MEN
FOR BOTH
767-0780

v

LIONS CLUB photo

Marc Peebles, right, was presented the Murray Lions Club "Lion of the
Year" award plaque at the club's recent installation dinner at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Peebles was selected for this
honor in recognition of his commitment to serving the community and
for his leadership role in the club's projects during the year. Lion Peebles has been an active Lions Club member for five years and resides
in Murray with his wife, Belinda, and children, Amanda, 8, and Adam, 6.
He owns and operates a local business, Innovative Printing. Pictured at
left is incoming Murray Lions Club President Jim Taylor. Other Lions
Club members honored for their committee leadership roles were Rowina Wilbum, Ken Purcell, Yancey Watkins and Arvin Cratton.
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Thursday, Aug. 21

ult and
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
Youth Bible Study, and Kid's Klub/7
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
p.m.
County Public Library.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
Classes/7 p.m.
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
University Church of Christ Bible
Draffenvitle.
classes/7 p.m.
'West View Nursing Home Gospel ReEmmanuel Baptist Church Bible
quest Hour/10:30 a.m.; Bingo/2:30
Study/7 p.m.
p.m.; PAWS Pets/3:15 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Quilterst9:30 a.m.
a.m.-10 p.m.
First Christian Church Bazaar craft
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Cenworkshop/6:30 p.m.
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
First Baptist Church Aerobics/9:30
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
a.m.
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
National Scouting Museum/open 9
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 21
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
p.m.
Kentucky/6:30 p.m. dinner at Sirloin
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
Stockade. Info/759-4556.
open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Murray Elementary School SBDM
Council/5 p.m. Textbook
Committee/7:20 a.m.; Video
Committee/3:45 p.m.
Meet the Lakers football event/5
p.m./Calloway County High School
Football Stadium. Sponsored by CalloMr. and Mrs. Harold Givens of
way Touchdown Club. Public invited.
132 Hathaway Tr., Apt. 1, PaduCalloway County High School yearbooks distributed 7:40-8 a.m. and
cah, are the parents of a son, Dy3-3:15 p.m./gym lobby.
lan Ray Givens, born on WednesAccessible A.A. meeting/7
day,
Aug. 6, 1997, at 5:30 pm. at
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, DiMurray -Calloway County
xieland Shopping Center.
Hospital.
Oaks Country Club Ladies Fun
NighV5:30 p.m.
The baby weighed eight
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
pounds six ounces and measured
senior citizens' activities.
201/2 inches. The mother is the
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
former Sandy Beale.
Murray Women .of the Moose/7
Grandparents are Harold and
p.m./lodge hall.
Grace
Givens and Bobby and
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Fran Beale, all of Benton.
Seas.
Grace

Club luncheon on Friday at Seven
Seas due tonight w/Freda/753-3999 or
Vida/753-2399.
Overeaters Anonymous starting
again/5:30 p.m./Murray-Calloway Hospital. Info/Chris, 753-7490 or Julia,
767-0341.
West View Nursing Home Lobby
games/3 p.m..
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Council on
Ministries/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6
p.m.; Session meeting/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Finance Committee/6 p.m.; Administrafive Board/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW,
Children's Mission, Youth meeting/7
p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Lite Christian Center service/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groups/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/6:15 p.m.; The Continentals in
concert/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuarty
Choir/7:35 p.m.

Dylan Ray
Givens born
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Daniel Forrest Butler, M.D.
Family Practice
Isjoining the medicalpractice of
Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Building, Suite 480W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071
For appointments call

Melissa Jackson, Hopkinsville
S15,000 BINGO

502-759-9200

a family practitioner, Dr. Daniel Butler assumes responsibility for
con nuous,comprehensive care of all members of a family. He is an
Ashland, Kentucky native and a graduate of the University of Kentucky
School of Medicine.
Dr. Butler has been the Chairman of the Department of Family Practice
at the Oschner Clinic in New Orleans for the past eleven years. The
Oschner Clinic is one of Americas largest and most prestigious clinics with
more than 425 physicians on staff. Prior to beginning the family practice
program at Oschner, Dr. Butler was the Chairman ofthe Department of
Family Practice at the University of Alabama in Huntsville.

,fro.

Jeensnetto Hampton P,Toripmp
S2,900 Pl(li

Frances Polley, Madisonville
S1,000 LOTTO KY

He is certified by the American Board of Family Practice and is a fellow
of the American Academy of Family Practice.

•

Mertha Worth,
Boo: S5000 POWERS&

Helga McKinney,
Mayfield S1000 A FUSH OF CASH
Christy WOW
Mayfield S1000 LOTTO KENTUCKY

Kiedierty Forfeit,
Fulton S2,700 PICK 4

Robert AK
Mayfield 51000 LOTTO KENTUCKY

Emu Rabid,
Fulton Si000 LOTTO KENTUCKY
Car1 Stleesr,
Murray S2,500 ma 4

Eddie Nat,
Murray S5000 POWERBALL
Vide Crawford,
Meyfield 51000 LOTTO KENTUCKY

www.kylonery.com

lewnly Doff,
MOW $2,400 PICK 4

Accepting New Patients - Call 759-9200
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Volunteers needed
The Big Brothers/Big Sisters
(BB/BS) program of Murray and
Calloway County needs your
help.
Persons are asked to please
consider donating one hour of
your time on Saturday, Aug. 23,
or Sunday, Aug. 24, to help with
the BB/BS "Bucket Brigade" to

Ministerial
group to meet

Level II Swimming Class at classes by Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross are pictured at the Murray-Calloway County Park
Pool. Pictured are Mike Moode, instructor, in back, Duncan Thurman,
All Adams, Ashley Perry, Austin Haley, Alex Adams and Bobby Wilkerson. Not pictured Is Kayla Cunningham.

The Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will hold
its monthly meeting this month
on the fourth Wednesday, Aug.
27.
This will be a breakfast session
at 8 a.m. in Private Dining Room
#1 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. David Roos, retired pastor,
will coordinate a program on
"Jail Ministries Today" with
guest contributors participating.
The Rev. Mike Rumble, chaplain at the hospital, is president
of the association.

Soccer group
needs items
for its sale
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will be accepting
donated soccer items such as
used balls, soccer shoes, shin
guards, jerseys, etc., for a sale
tentatively set for Saturday, Sept.
6. More details will be
announced.
Donated items will be accepted
at registration at Murray Calloway County Park office or
at Wee Care Child Development
Center through Aug. 29. All proceeds will go to MCCSA.
During the summer members of the Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers of America volunteered to run the concession stand during a recent Pony League baseball tournament. Serving snowcones to two hot youngesters are Amber Flood, Janette Underhill, Kelly Singleton and Jennifer Todd.

Reunion on Aug. 30
The community of Brewers in
Marshall County will have a
reunion on Saturday, Aug. 30, at
6 p.m. at Marshall County High
School, Draffenville:
Anyone who has lived,
worked, attended school, or just
likes people from the community
of Brewers in Marshall County is
invited to attend.
A fellowship period will be
held in the Commons Area followed by a meal served in the

school cafeteria.
To cover the cost of food and
arrangements, anyone wishing to
attend please send $8 per person
along with the names of those attending to Diane Brasher or Phyllis Mohler at P.O. Box 467, Benton, KY 42025-0467 before Wednesday, Aug. 20.
For more information call
at
Benton
of
Bank
1-502-527-8616 and ask for
Diane or Phyllis.

y
Friendliest Casino!
cl:The

TICKETS ON SALE Now!

Law twins
born Aug. 8
Jeff and Barbie Law of 3025
Camden, Memphis, Tenn., are the
parents of twins born on Friday,
Aug. 8, 1997, at Baptist Memorial Hospital East, Memphis.
Madison Elizabeth Law,
weighing four pounds 15 ounces
and measuring 18Y4 inches, arrived at 6:59 p.m. Matthew James
Law, weighing five pounds 12
ounces and measuring 19%/2 inches, arrived at 7 p.m.
The mother is the former Barbie Canter of Murray. A sister is
Brooke Law and a brother is
Craig Law.
Grandparents are Jim and Janice Canter of Murray, Bill and
Sally Law of Owensboro, and
Doris Law of Carlisle, Pa.
Great-grandparents include Mr.
and Mrs. Burl Youngblood and
Mrs. Sally Travis, all of
Mayfield.

collect money at the Wal-Mart
Super Store.
The BB/BS program matches
children from single parent families with an adult volunteer mentor for the purpose of guidance
and support. The program will
begin offering services this
September.
For information on volunteering this weekend, call Nancy
Yount or Roger Weis at
762-3808.
BB/BS is sponsored by the
Murray Family YMCA and supported, in part, by the United
Way.
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Electrolysis
by Patricia
(Permanent Hair Removal)
•Eyebrows
*Face
•Napeline

*Underarms
'Arms
'Legs

For Appointment Or
Free Consultation

Call Patricia Mullins, C.E.
or Katherine Griffin, C.E.

753-8856

On August 15th,
406 people that live in
Murray/Calloway
County received
quarterly dividend
checks from
Peoples First
totaling
$181,127.01.
People you know,
people you work with,
people that invest at
home...
People just like you.
We call that
LOCAL
OWNERSHIP.
This Is Community
Banking.

AUGUST 29TH, 7:00p1
Reserved seating only

$20 & $15

PATTY LOVELESS
SF:Vi EMBER 12TH, 7:30PM
Reserved seating only
$16.50 & $12.50
Call today for tickets!

1-800-929-5905

Physician Supervised Weight Loss
And Smoking Cessation Programs
Newly F.D.A. Approved Medications
Plus Personalized Life Style and
Dieting Counseling, for Permanent Success.

•.•••••••••••••••111•11•1•1111•10.11•••••••.....
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TRIPLE BONUS POINTS!
Earn Triple Bonus Points every Tues. & Thurs. in
August. NOW redeemable for Instant Ca$h Back!

1-$00-929•5905-In Metropolis, IL, across from
Paducah, KY, whets 1-24 meets the Ohio River (hit 37).
If
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gambing. or know someone Oro doss
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Evening Hours Available
For Appointment Call:

W.E. Gordon, M.D.
Christy Harris Wilson, ARNP
813 Poplar St., Benton, Ky. • (502) 527-8331
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Sports
MRS boys'soccer
opener rescheduled;
CC games canceled
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High School's 1997
boys' soccer season opener
against St. Mary, which was
called off Tuesday night because of storms in the area,
has been rescheduled for
, Thursday night at 6 at Murray
State's Cutchin Field.
Calloway's doubleheader
with Lone Oak Tuesday was
also canceled. A makeup date
has not yet been set.

Racers 13th in preseason poll
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two-time defending Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray
State was picked No. 13 in The
Sports Network's Pre-Season Division 1-AA Top 25 poll which
was released Monday, along with
its preseason All-American
teams.

Montana, which was the I-AA
runner-up a year ago, topped the
poll, and was followed by Troy
State at No. 2 and Northern Iowa
at No. 3.

Four on All-American list
Murray State, which finished
last season ranked No. 6 after an
11-2 campaign and a secondstraight OVC title, returns 13
starters in 1997. First-year head
coach Denver Johnson and the
Racers kick off the season Thursday, Aug. 28, at home against Indiana State.
Eastern Illinois, Odhich was
picked to win the OVC by league

coaches and sports information
directors, was the highest ranked
OVC school, coming in at No. 6.
Eastern Kentucky entered the poll
ranked No. 22. Western Kentucky, the Racers' second opponent in '97, is ranked No. 10.
Four Racer players were voted
to the TSN Pre-Season AllAmerican Team, including two
on the first team. Senior wide re-

"Meet the Racers"
set for Thursday
Murray State football fans will
get their first introduction to the
1997 Racer football team this
Thursday when the Racer Athletic Association hosts its annual

"Meet the Racers" barbecue.
"This is an excellent chance
for fans to come out and meet the
new coaching staff and players,"
said Racer Athletic Association
president Lindy Suiter. "This is
also a great way for the Racer
Athletic Association to kick off
what we anticipate to be an exciting year in Racer athletics."
The barbecue will begin at 6
p.m. on the ground-level concourse of Roy Stewart Stadium.
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• See Page 9A

Owners to join
with players on
side of Phillips
against Angels

Cardinals explode on
Perez in 12-5 blowout
Eight-run inning lifts St. Louis
MONTREAL (AP) — Carlos Perez was
having an off night and Ray Lankford wasn't
about to let him off the hook.
Lankford hit a three-run homer and scored
twice to highlight an eight-run second inning
Tuesday night that sent the St. Louis Cardinals to a 12-5 rout of the Montreal Expos.
"Tonight we were on top of our game,"
Lankford said. "We put the ball in play and
made things happen. Carlos is a good pitcher
but I don't think he had his best stuff today
and we were able to get on him early."
Gary Gaetti, celebrating his 39th birthday,
hit an RBI single in the second and homered
in the fifth for a 9-0 lead in the fifth, helping
St. Louis to its third win in four games.
Todd Stottlemyre (12-8) allowed one run
and four hits in five innings, but was forced
from the game after being hit on the back of
the head by F.P. Santangelo's RBI single in
the fifth.
"It's scary. The ball got on me quick,"
Stottlemyre said. "I don't really remember
seeing it. I feel OK, that's probably the scariest thing about it."
Lankford singled to open the second and later scored on Gaetti's single. With two outs
and the Cardinals leading 5-0, Lankford
matched a career-high with his 25th home
run, a three-run shot off Perez (11-9).

ceiver Reginald Swinton and senior placekicker Rob Hart were
each selected to the first team
while senior tailback Anthony
Downs was a second-team selection and senior lienbacker Ronnie
Merritt earned third-team honors.

"He didn't have much," Expos manager
Felipe Alou said of Perez. "He was missing
on location and he just didn't have his good
stuff. Those two elements do not work well
together."
Perez, second in the NI_ to teammate Pedro
Martinez with seven complete games, lost his
third straight start, allowing eight runs and
eight hits in a season-low 1 2-3 innings.
St. Louis collected nine hits in the second,
the most ever allowed in an inning by an Expos team.
Before the game, St. Louis first baseman
John Mabry fractured his jaw during batting
practice. Mabry was standing along the leftfield line as the Cardinals waited for the Expos to finish hitting and was struck on the
right side of his face by a line drive hit by
Mark Grudzielanek.
Mabry was taken to St. Mary's Hospital,
where X-rays revealed the fracture. Mabry
will fly to St. Louis on Wednesday morning
and a date for surgery will be determined after an examination by team doctors.

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — In an extraordinary
move, baseball owners are joining with the
players association and Tony Phillips against
the Anaheim Angels.
Phillips planned to go before an arbitrator
today to overturn his suspension by the
Angels. Phillips, facing a felony charge of cocaine possession, was suspended indefinitely
Monday.
The owners' 10-man executive council convened in a telephone conference call Tuesday
and instructed its lawyers to side with Phillips
at today's hearing before arbitrator Richard
Bloch, a source familiar with the meeting said
on the condition he not be identified.
According to the source, the council intended to send a letter to the Angels today informing the team that the suspension runs
counter to the owners' drug policy.
In addition, the source said the council
might take disciplinary action against the
team for suspending Phillips and causing the
hearing.
"I've been hopeful all along that something
like this might happen, but I'll wait until tomorrow for confirmation," Gene Orza, the
union's No. 2 official, said Tuesday night.

Ray Lankford hit a three-run homer and scored
twice to help St. Louis down Montreal 12-5
Tuesday.
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Redskins' Westbrook attacks teammate
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
ASHBURN, Va. (AP) - As
Stephen Davis collapsed on the
field under the force of blow after blow, the troubled career of
Michael Westbrook was sinking
even lower.
In a violent attack far removed
from the usual scuffles that occur
at an NFL practice, the Washington Redskins receiver punched
running back Davis several times

Tuesday, leaving the second-year
player face down and bleeding.
Although Westbrook's career
has yet to come remotely close to
his early promise — he's only
caught two touchdown passes in
two seasons, and his work ethic
has been often criticized by
coaches — this attack crossed a
line that will force the Redskins
to take action.
"We had an incident, and it's
unfortunate," coach Norv Turner

Sampras, Hingis
named top seeds
for '97 U.S. Open
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
YORK (AP) — The
players got their way when they
made the seedings for the 1997
U.S. Open.
The U.S. Open seeding committee a year ago seeded the draw
according to surface, as all four
Grand Slam tournaments are allowed to do. Russia's Yevgeny
Kafelnikov went home, while
Austria's Thomas Muster and the
entire men's contingent from
Spain threatened to follow suit.
This time, the seedings were
followed to the letter.
Seeking his third straight U.S.
Open title and fifth in his career,
Pete Sampras, in no surprise, is
the No. 1 seed. The right-hander
from Tampa, Fla., hasn't lost at
the National Tennis Center since
he was upset in the third round of
the 1994 tournament by Peru's
Jaime Yzaga.
NEW

In the women's singles, the
No. 1 seed is top-ranked Martina
1-lingis. Like Sampras, Hingis is
seeking her third Grand Slam
tournament title of 1997, having
won the Australian Open in January and Wimbledon in July.
The ATP Tour last 'ear
"strongly protested ... the fact
that the Open deviated from the
ATP Tour rankings for purposes
of seeding players," Todd Martin, a past president of the ATP
Tour Player Council, said in a
letter printed in the Aug. 14 issue
of Tennis Week. The protest
"played a part in the decision by
the USIA to strictly follow the
tour rankings for purposes of
N See Page 9A
Pete Semipros and Martina Mingle
are the top seeds for next week's
U.S. Open in New York.

said. "I'm going to deal with it
as I would any other incident that
occurred. I'll make sure I handle
it the way it needs to be handled.
There's a variety of ways of doing it, and we keep those things
within the framework of our football team, and it will be taken
care of."
Turner declined to discuss
whether Westbrook would be
fined, suspended or both.
The incident occurred shortly

after Westbrook, Davis, Cris Dishman and Brian Mitchell were
standing together on the sideline
engaged in what appeared to be
light-hearted conversation.
After the group broke up,
Westbrook, who is 6-foot-3 and
weighs 220 pounds, hit Davis
(6-0, 234) in the face. Davis fell
to the ground, with Westbrook
punching him several times in the
back of the head.
As Davis was on the ground,

Dishman pulled Westbrook away
and said: "That was wrong,
man,"
Westbrook was ordered off the
field immediately by Turner, who
then told television camera crews
to stop filming. Westbrook ran
back to the locker room, while
Davis lay in pain for several minutes. He then sat on the back of
an equipment cart with an ice
pack on his bloody face.
Westbrook later left Redskin
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Park without comment, shaking
his head as he walked past reporters. Davis was not available for
comment, and trainer Bubba Tyer
refused to discuss Davis' injuries.
It was unclear what prompted
the incident.
"I don't know what started
it," Dishman said. "Everybody
has fights with their brothers and
sisters. But if you don't take it
II
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Rookie gets
relief call in
Angels' win
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By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Jason Dickson was joking around
in the dugout on what started out
as his night off and ended up being his first major league relief
appearance.
Dickson stepped in Tuesday
night when Anaheim Angels starter Chuck Finley left after 2 2-3
innings with a sprained left wrist.
Staked to a 9-3 lead after Anaheim scored seven runs in the
first inning off David Wells,
Dickson held the New York
Yankees to four hits the rest of
the way in the Angels' 12-4
victory.
"You're so rushed you don't
have time to think. You put on
your cleats and get down to the
bullpen," he said. "A few days
ago 1 asked (reliever) Mike
James, 'How do you get so seri-
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•Racers...

Sports

SCOREBOARD

FROM PAGE 8A
Following the dinner, Racer football coach Denver Johnson will
introduce this year's football
team. The cost of the event is $5
and tickets will be available at
the door.

BRIEFS

Racer football program
debuts Aug. 24 on WPSD
Murray State head football
coach Denver Johnson will preview the 1997 season during the
premiere of "Racer Football with
Denver Johnson" Sunday, Aug.
24, on WPSD-TV, NewsChannel
6.
Hosted by WPSD sports director Dave Winder, the show will

FROM PAGE 8A
ous when it's time to pitch?' I
just did. The adrenaline rush gets
you going."
Dickson (12-5) went 6 1-3 innings. He had been scheduled to
start the opening game of a doubleheader Wednesday.
"I wanted to avoid blowing
out the bullpen," Anaheim manager Terry Collins said. "It was a
big lift for us and for him."
Finley, who had won his last
10 starts, injured himself on Rey
Sanchez's three-run single in the
second inning. While backing up
home plate, Finley got his spikes
caught in the grass and fell on his
left wrist.
"I stuck my hands out to stop
myself and felt a hot flash in my
wrist," he said. "It didn't seem
like much at first, but it kept
swelling. It's really sore."
Finley was examined in the
clubhouse and listed as day-today. He was scheduled to see a
hand specialist Wednesday to
check for possible ligament

Members of the Park League II Blue All-Stars include: (Front row,
from left) Blake McCulston, Corby Cook, Brodie Wallace, Eric Berberich, Wesley Burris and Tucker Adams.(Back row) Coach Kirk Starks,
Nathan Clymer, Colby Starks, Will Kemp, Landon Lockhart, Chess
Valp, Jacob Burks and coach Kenneth Starks. Not pictured Is coach
Keith Burks.

Steelers release McCann
Former Murray State fullback
David McCann was released by
the NFL's Pittsburgh Steelers
Tuesday, the Associated Press reported today. McCann was a
four-year letterwinner at MSU
and was a key part of the Racers'
back-to-back Ohio Valley Conference championships in 1995
and 1996.

The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold its registration
for the fall season Saturday, Aug. 23 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 24
from 2 to 4 p.m. and Tuesday, Aug. 26 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Registration will also be conducted Monday, Aug. 25 through Friday, Aug.
29 at the Park office during the normal office hours of 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Registration fees will be the same as last year $35 for the first child in a family,
$30 for the second and $25 for additional children.
Any late registrations accepted after Aug. 29 will be charged an additional
$10 with no sibling discounts. No players will be added after team selections
Sept. 3. The fall season will have teams for boys and girls that are between
the ages of 4 and 14 by Aug. 1. Questions should be referred to John Griffin.
He can be reached at 498-8992.

Manning's'moon'costs UT $300,000
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Quarterback Peyton Manning's
"mooning" backside apparently
was the last straw for trainer Jamie Whited after years of slights,
affronts and possibly threats at
the University of Tennessee.
Some university officials were
upset that Manning's indiscretion
received the brunt of attention
when Whited's $300,000 settlement •of a sexual harassment
complaint was announced on
Friday.

But his father, former NFL
quarterback Archie Manning,
took it in stride.
"I know that around the country people kind of put their own
headlines on stories," he said.
"But that's just the way it is. I'd
just like for it to die now. I believe it will."
On Tuesday, UT general
counsel Beauchamp Brogan released the rest of the story - the
full 33-count complaint Whited,
28, filed against the university
last year. Manning's incident was
only one count.

FROM PAGE 8A
seeding players at this year's
U.S. Open."
A year ago, Kafelnikov was
ranked fourth in the world. He
walked out after being dropped to
No. 7 in the seedings. A player
seeded No. 4 could not play
either one of the top two seeds
until the semifinals, while a
player seeded No. 7 could play
either No. 1 or No. 2 a round
earlier.
This year, Kafelnikov is seeded
third - the same as his Al?
Tour computer ranking - behind
Sampras and No. 2 Michael
Chang, the only two American
men seeded. The next highestranked American is Jim Courier,
who is 26th in the world.
Thomas Muster of Austria is
seeded fourth, followed by three
Spaniards: Alex Corretja, Sergi
Bruguera and Carlos Moya.
French Open champion Gustavo
Kuerten of Brazil and Chile's

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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Wednesday's Games
Minnesota (Radio 16-7) at Detroit (Sanders
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BoeSdn (Waketseld 7-14 and Suppart 6-1) at Oakland (Haynes 1-2 and Odds( 2-3). 2, 5 35 p.m
N V Yankees (Goodin 6-4 and Irabu 3-2) it
Anaheim Oil 6-9 and undecided). 2, 606 p.m
Toronto (Person 5-8) at Chicago White Sox
Madam 8-13), 706 p
Baltimore (Key 13-7) at Kansas City (Rusch 54),
7.05 p m
Mlwaukse (Flocks 3-4) at Texas (Clark 1-4), 715
pm
Cleveland Nagy 124) at UMW (Johnson 16-4).
935 pm
Thursday', Gams,
Toronto (Hentgen 13-7) at Chicago White Sox
(Drabek 9-8). imp 'It
Boston (Gordon 6-9) at Oakland (Preto 6-7).
215 pm
Detroit (Thompson 11-9) at Milwaukee (Eldred
11-12). 7.05 pm.
Baltimore (Krivtla 1-0) at Kansas City (Apple
7-101. 705 Om
N V Yankees (Peat* 14-7) at Anaheim (Watson
10-7), 905 pm
Cleveland (Colon 2-5) it Seattle (Moyer 12-4),
905 p.m.
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Wednesidey's Gomm
Colorado (Castillo 9-10) at Cinannas (White 1-0),
1135 am.
Chicago Cubs (Tapir* 2-2) at Fields (Hernandez 6-0). 606 pm
San Francisco (Rueter 9-5) at Philadelphia
(Schling 13-10). 635 pm
San DAII90 (Aahby 6-8) at Prnaturgh (Schmidt
7-6). 6.35 pm.
St Louis (Osborne 2-5) at
Montreal (FAInh47
14-6), 635 pm.
Los Angeles (R Maninoz 6-3) at N V Mists
(Jones 13-7). 6 40 I1
Atlanta (Glainne 10-6) at Houston (Reynolds
6-7). 7116 pm
Thursday's Gomm
St Louis (Aybar 0-2) at Montreal (Johnson 0-1).
1235 pm
San Dego (Hitchcodi 5-7) at Pittsburgh (Cordova 6-6). 635 pm
Los Angeise (Condit:41 9-4) at N V Mats
(Reel
10-6). 640 pm
Colorado (Balm 6-8) at Houston (Hoe 7-9) 706
pm

•Westbrook...
FROM PAGE 8A
off the field, it's OK. Michael
owes Stephen a very strong apology. I just told him it was stupid
and it wasn't right."
Although the practice was open
to all media, the Redskins asked
that local television stations not
show footage of the incident.
WUSA-TV, which apparently had
the best tape of the actual
punches, aired the footage Tuesday night. The Redskins did not
say why the request was made.
Westbrook, 25, signed a sevenyear, $18 million contract after
he was drafted No. 4 overall two
years ago, but he has yet to prove

he was worth the investment.
While coaches have often criticized his workout habits, fans
have derided his flamboyant
lifestyle, which includes a Lamborghini in his garage and a movie theater in his basement.
Westbrook's'Actions and comments have often blurred the line
between confidence and cockiness. Last month before the start
of training camp, for example, he
boasted that he had been around
long enough that he now knew

•

"just as much as the coaches."
In addition, the Redskins have
added Alvin Harper to the receiving corps this season.

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Monday-Friday 7-5

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

minutes
last a lifetime.

you'll get an additional 30 minutes a month for as long as you stay with GTE. It's that
simple. 30 extra minutes for life isn't all. You'll also get GTE 24-hour customer service,
great coverage, and affordable rates. With wireless plans starting as low as $19.95 a
month, this is the deal of a lifetime!
Yr7

No activation fee!

plus an

additional

30

Call Today!
This program is only available at:

4

Introductory Special

329.95

includes Free Uniform

7534111

14 13 Olive Blvd. •

Murray

Unleash Your Potential!

-

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Get an extra 30 minutes a month...
FREE...forever! Sign up today on any GTE rate plan and

Martial Arts For the
Quest of Your Life!

INA

Marcelo Rios round out the top
10.
Sweden's Thomas Enqvist is
seeded 11th, followed by Felix
Mantilla of Spain, 1989 U.S.
Open winner Boris Becker, Australians Patrick Rafter and Mark
Philippoussis, and Petr Korda of
the Czech Republic.
The women's seedings precisely follow the Corel WTA
Tour rankings.
Two-time U.S. Open winner
Monica Seles is seeded second,
followed by Jana Novotna of the
Czech Republic, Croatia's Iva
Majoli, South Africa's Amanda
Coetzer, Lindsay Davenport,
Spain's Conchita Martinez, Germany's Anke Huber, France's
Mary Pierce, Spain's Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario, Romania's Irina
Spirlea, Mary Joe Fernandez,
Brenda Schultz-McCarthy of the
Netherlands, Austria's Barbara
Paulus, Romania's Ruxandra
Dragomir and Kim Po of Rolling
Hills, Calif.

30

means better
grades!

't

Third baseman Wade Boggs
pitched the bottom of the eighth
for the Yankees, his first appearance on the mound after more
than 2,000 career games. He
threw six balls and 11 strikes to
four batters, then tipped his cap
to the cheering crowd.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Make

Martial Arts
Grades aren't the
only thing you'll see
improve. At Martial
Arts America, our unique Martial Arts
program will
strengthen your
child's body as well
as their mind. Self
esteem, confidence
and attitude are also
greatly improved with
the "I CAN" knowledge that comes from
the study of the Martial Arts.

damage.
Darin Erstad had two doubles
and two RBIs, while Todd
Greene and Tim Salmon each hit
two-run homers as the Angels
broke a three-game losing streak.
Wells (14-6) was roughed up
for 11 runs on 10 hits in three innings as his four-game winning
streak ended. It was the most.
runs he's given up this season.
"He was in the middle of the
plate and he couldn't make any
adjustments evidently," Yankees
manager Joe Torre said. "He's
been pretty durable and has won
a lot of big games for us, but this
obviously was a bad outing and
we're going to have to bounce
back."

•U.S. Open...

MCCSA to hold registration

Sponsored By.

air at 2:30 p.m. Regular air time
throughout the season will be
11:30 a.m. on Saturdays. Featuring highlights, interviews, special
features and analysis from coach
Johnson, the 30-minute show will
provide in-depth coverage of
Racer football.

•Angels...
The Starks Brothers Homes Park League II team finished as season
champions and runners-up in the tournament Pictured are: (Front
row, from left) Alan Reeves, Alex Burnett, Joshua Hill, Logan Seay,
Joshua Miller and Andy Hicks. (Middle row) Malachi Hornback, Colby
Starks, Nathan Clymer, Tucker Adams and Brennan Parker. (Back
row) Coaches Randy Adams, Kirk Starks and Kenneth Starks.
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System late in reporting inmate's release
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The state's telephone system for
notifying Kentuckians of an inmate's release from prison didn't
work for a woman whose exhusband went to jail for flagrant
non-support.
The man was freed July 16,
and Bridgette Hensley should
have been alerted within 10 miInvevInsertlit Sitter 18.14

•••s
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nutes. But Mrs. Hensley said she
was not called until five days later. By then, he already had contacted their daughter, she said.
"It was an error," said Karen
Cronen, branch manager of the
state offender records office
which oversees the Victim Identification and Notification Everyday system known as VINE.
"There was a delay from the
time he was released until the
time the notification went out.
We had a delay in paper work
and in data entry," she said.
Where the notification should
have been called in, it was sent
by mail instead.
Ms. Cronen confirmed the mistake last week after the Lexington
Herald-Leader contacted her about Mrs. Hensley's situation. Ms.
Cronen said she had not received
any other complaints about the
system.
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A free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not understand words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model of
the smallest Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutely free to
anyone who sends for this free
model now.
Send for this model, put it on and
wear in it in the privacy of your own
home. It will show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It is not a real
hearing aid and it's yours to keep
free. The actual aid weighs less than
an eighth of an ounce, and its all at
ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours now
Again, we repeat. there is no cost,
and certainly no obligation. All
hearing problems are not alike and
some cannot be helped by a hearing
aid but many can. So, send for your
free model now. Thousands have
already been mailed, so be sure to
write today to Beltone Hearing Aid
Service, 918 Broadway. P.O. Box
2426, Paducah, KY 42002
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"I'm hoping that it's an isolated incident," she said, adding
that state officials will take steps
to improve the system.
Victim notification systems are
operating in about 300 communities in 26 states, but Kentucky is
the first state in the nation to
have a fully automated system involving all inmates.
Kentucky's VINE system operated round-the-clock, notifying
everyone — not just victims —
who wants to know when individuals sentenced to jail or prison
in Kentucky are released, have
escaped or are transferred to
another location. It is patterned
after a system that Jefferson
County instituted in 1994. It
started offering information on
state prison inmates in February
1996 and on all inmates in Kentucky jails last month.
Mrs. Hensley, 38, said safety
was not an issue in her case, but
she was concerned about other citizens who were counting on the
system to protect them against violent inmates.
Joel W. Hensley, 37, was serving his sentence in the Jessamine
County Jail, although he was in
state custody. He was paroled after serving 13 months of a threeyear sentence, according to Fay-

DEATHS

Pia

ette Circuit Court records.
State corrections officials, not
the jails, were responsible for
Miss Audrey Pace, 97, Benton, died Monday. Aug. 18, 1997, at
contacting employees overseeing
Harrisburg
Medical Center, Harrisburg, Ill.
the VINE system about Hensley's
was
She
a
member of Benton Church of Christ and of a chapter of
release so Mrs. Hensley would
the Order of the Eastern Star.
receive a telephone call, Ms. CroBorn Jan. 29, 1900, she was the daughter of the late James Ernest
nen said.
Pace
and Ida Mae Hooper Pace. One brother, William (Bill) Elton
In Mrs. Hensley's case, inforPace,
also preceded her in death.
mation about her ex-husband's
Survivors
include one niece, Jan Quarles, Grand Rivers.
release was sent to VINE offiGraveside rites will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Benton Cemetery.
cials by mail.
Gene Gilliland will officiate.
Under the improved system,
Friends may call at Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, from 5
probation and parole officers will
to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
phone the Louisville-based company that runs the VINE system
with any information about state
inmates housed in local jails.
Voice mail soon will be availServices for Mrs. Donatella (Mom)- Hicks remain incomplete.
able as well to people who call
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.
the VINE phone number -- (800)
Mrs. Hicks, 75, Van Cleave Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Aug. 19,
511-1670 — and register their in1997, at 7:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
terest in an inmate. Upon the inHer husband, Woodrow Wilson Hicks, preceded her in death. Born
mate's release, escape or transfer,
Aug.
15, 1922, she was the daughter of the late Pancrazio Grasso and
VINE calls the registered person
every 30 minutes for 24 hours or Victoria Latra Grasso.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Linda Higgins and husband,
until notification is acknowledged
,Wayne, and Mrs. Theresa Szyszekieweiz, Murray, and Mrs. Geraldine
by that person.
For inmates in state prisons, Forsythe and husband, Eddie, Fulton; two sons, Woodrow John Hicks,
Nashville, Tenn., and Pancrnzio (Benny) Hicks and wife, Diane, Murthe registered person receives information 72 hours before the in- ray; three sisters, Mrs. Theresa Caudill, Michigan, Mrs. Jeanie Vuoue,
Florida, and Mrs. Victoria Hennigar, New York; one brother, Geatano
mate's release. For most inmates
Grasso, New Jersey; 15 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
in local jails, the jail's booking
system signals the VINE computer within 10 minutes of their
release.
Services for James Anthony Donoho were today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. Singers
were from Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Mike Riley, Ron Nester, Jimmy Bynum, Tim Cole,
Scotty Bynum and Mark Brittian. Burial was in Bell City Church of
Christ Cemetery in Graves County.
Mr. Donoho, 32, Murray, formerly of Centralia, III., died Monday,
Aug. 18, 1997, at 3:11 a.m. at Pine Lake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Aa construction worker, he was a member of the Church of Christ.
discuss the case next month with
Born Oct. 14, 1964 in Rockford, III., he was the son of Helen Murray
the FBI.
and the late James Donoho. One son, Justin Donoho, also preceded
Koby said in his e-mail that his
him in death.
department has received high
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Esther Marie Olson Donoho, to
marks from members of the FBI's
whom he was married on Oct. 29, 1996; one daughter, Amanda Dawn
child abduction unit and Dr.
Donoho, one son, James Brandon Donoho, and his mother, Mrs. Helen
Henry Lee, the head of the ConMurray, all of Mayfield; two step daughters, Elizabeth Anjanette Danecticut state crime lab. Lee is
vidson, Farmington, and Rececca Marie Hester, Streater, Ill.; three sisone several experts hired in Feters, Mrs. Vicki stanley, Mayfield, Mrs. Melinda Easley, Junction
bruary to assist the department.
City, Ill., and Mrs. Gail Rcdenbow, Flora, Ill.; two brothers, Rick DoJonBenet's parents, John and
noho and Cliff Donoho, Salem, Ill.
Patsy Ramsey, have criticized the
police investigation and hired
their own experts. The couple,
who have been described as a foThe funeral for Mrs. Myrtle Bolen will be Thursday at 2 p.m, in the
cus of the investigation, also have
chapel
of Blalock-Colcman Funeral Home. O.D. McKendree will offitaken out full-page newspaper
ciate. Burial will follow in the Mount Carmel Cemetery.
ads asking readers to call a tip
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
line with any information.
(Wednesday).
A lawyer for the Ramseys, who
Mrs. Bolen, 86, Coles Camp Ground Road, Murray, died Monday,
have moved to an Atlanta suburb
since their daughter's slaying, Aug. 18, 1997, at her home.
Her husband, Harley Bolen; three sons, Jimmy Bolen, Lee Bolen
told Time magazine that their
and Jerry Bolen, preceded her in death. Born Dec. 22, 1910, she was
team of private investigators and
the daughter of the late Burd Darnall and Mary Elizabeth Darnall.
forensic experts has produced
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty Butler and husband,
nine "substantial, credible"
Robert, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Edwards and husband, Gary, Benton;
leads. Hal Haddon, the attorney,
one son, Bill Bolen, and one brother, Elbert Darnall, Benton; 14
said none of the leads was strong
grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren and five great, greatenough yet to turn over to Boulgranchildren.
der police.
Police spokeswoman Leslie
Aaholm said any solid leads from
the Ramseys would be welcome.

Miss Audrey Pace

Mrs. Donatella(Mom)Hicks

James Anthony Donoho

Police chief: Ramsey
case far from complete
BOULDER, Colo.(AP) — The
8-month-old investigation into
the slaying of JonBenet Ramsey
will continue "more than a few
months," Boulder's police chief
says.
In an e-mail message to a
Boulder city councilman, Tom
Koby said there is no timetable
for completing the investigation,
the Rocky Mountain News reported in today's editions.
No suspects have been named
since the 6-year-old beauty queen
was found strangled in her family's basement last Doc. 26.
Koby's e-mail was sent Friday
to Deputy Mayor Spence Havlik
in response to Havlik's questions
about the status and mounting
six -figure cost of the
investigation.
"Our investigation will go on
for a while. What a while is, is
more than a few months," Koby
wrote.
The estimate contradicts reports last month that police were
almost finished with the investigation. Detectives and prosecutors from District Attorney Alex
Hunter's office are scheduled to

Mrs. Myrtle Bolen

Todd and Carter speak

Castro mobilized forces
because of bombing fear
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
President Kennedy's assassination, Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
mobilized his armed forces out of
fear the United States would
blame Havana and retaliate with
an invasion.
In newly declassified documents released today, the National Security Agency reported
that Castro quickly went on television to discuss Kennedy's assassination and to refute allegations that Lee Harvey Oswald, arrested for the murder, was a
communist supporter of Cuba.
Cuban forces were put on alert
and shifted to strategic positions
around the capital and the northern coast.
The NSA documents, which
were partially censored, were the
latest documents on the Kennedy
assassination to be released by
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the Assassination Records Review Board.
They show "an emotional and
uneasy" Castro trying to stop
what he believed would be an
American invasion.
"Castro feared that the assassination would unleash passions
and violent and blind hysteria of
the American people against
Cuba and Russia," the NSA reported. This would "provide the
excuse which up to now was
lacking to justify internationally
an invasion of Cuba."
Indeed, another NSA report
quoted an unnamed American
ambassador as believing that
Cuba and the Soviet Union were
behind Kennedy's killing.
Castro, on the other hand, tried
to pin the assassination on rightwing, anti -communist forces in
the United States.

OPENING 1997

JEANNE FLEMING photo

Shelley Todd, facilities manager of the Murray Regional Special
Events
Center, and Jimmy Carter, director of Alumni Affairs, at Murray
State
University, spoke to members of the "Leadership Murray Alumni Association" at a recent luncheon meeting at P.J. Brennan's. Todd and Carter gave an update of progress of the center and upcoming
events
when it opens.

84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, KY
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PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
-The I loinctown 11:11)1,Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market
Center
MSU Teller Machine: Curris Center
MCCH Teller Machine: Murray•Calloway County Hospital
Phone: 767-BANK: INFOLINE: 800-811-8157

Retirement Center

Tie very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?

Bu

Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help

Mi

call 7594000 for an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic
We care about your health and we
dedicated to quality care

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs

1,210 Johnson Blvd. Murra

KY

207 !
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Pianist Klein to perform at MCMA event
Murray Civic Music Association,
in association with Murray State
University, announces that German-born piano virtuoso, Andreas
Klein, will perform at the fourth
Concert of the season at 2 p.m. on
Sunday, March 29,at MSU's Lovett
Auditorium.
Andreas Klein has been the featured soloist with some of the
world's greatest orchestras, including the Berlin Philharmonic and the
Houston Symphony and has toured
and appeared on numerous TV and
radio stations in Europe and the
United States.
During his 1997-98 season, in
addition to performing for MCMA,
he will perform at the Liszt Festival
in Prague, at the International Orchestra Festival in Windhoek, Africa, at festivals in Germany, and
eight different piano concerti performed in the United States alone.
Other concerts, dance and productions in the Great Performance
Series of MCN1A's 1997-98 season
include Ballet Gran Folkloric° de
Mexico, Nov. 2, Chanticleer, Dec.
1,and Rhythm & Brass, Feb. 15. By
reciprocity agreement with the
Civic Music Associations of Paducah, Dyersburg, Union City, and
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Aug. 23. If you have not received
your membership brochure or have
not been contacted personally,
please call (502) 762-4516.
The funds raised through the
membership drive pay for the per-

Kid Care
Bring Your Children Any Age!
Location:

From the local Murray chapter a
delegation of seven attended the
1997 convention of the National
Federation of the Blind. The convention was hosted in New Orleans
by the Louisiana affiliates from
June 29 - July 6.
There were 3,346 registered conventioneers, and Kentucky had 60
of these. Conventioneers were allowed to experience the flavor of the
life in New Orleans through Mardi
Gras favors, music, and tours.
The National Federation of the
Blind is not an organization speaking for the blind — it is the blind
speaking for themselves. Kentucky
affiliates are working hard to reach
two of this year's goals. One is to
organize a student division in our
state, and the other is to bring about
a parents of blind children division.
These are two areas where a lot of
networking and sharing of information are greatly needed.
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Teens return
bingo money

14
at-

READING, Pa.(AP) — B-4 ...
N-33 ... Gee — $2,900!
Two teen-agers walking in the
woods found $2,900, about
$1,000 of it in quarters, that had
been purloined from a bingo parlor. They used their skateboards
to cart the money so they could
turn it over to authorities.
Authorities suspect the thieves
in an Aug. 10 burglary dropped
the money in the woods to pick
up later, or were scared off and
left it. Zachary Watkins, 15,
found the loot in three Tupperware containers.
"He didn't want to pick it up.
He didn't want to touch it," Andrew Laird, 13, said last week. "I
tried to pick it up and I
couldn't."
The quarters made the money
too heavy to carry.
Watkins and Laird received
$120 apiece from the Becbes for
their honesty, money they plan to
spend on upgrading their
skateboards.

MININIUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.45%

$1000

() P.q

_ ..

12 Months

5.10%

(
Aug. 23, Saturday'
k 10 a m. - 6 p.m.
)
..
•

UT-Martin, members of the MCMA
will also be entitled to free admission to programs in the area such as
"Mr. Sax" - Boots Randolph,
"Glenn Miller Orchestra," "Me and
My Girl," "Banjomania," "Brassisimo Vienna," "Mr. Jack Daniel's
Original Silver Cornet Band" and
"Empire Brass."
The MCMA membership drive
will continue through this Saturday,

(NCMEC) National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children

FREE
Photo Identification

60 Months 5.45% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are effective
August 19, 1997.

Date of Birth
Height, Parents Name
Co-Sponsors
Murray Ledger & Times
Peoples First
Peoples Bank
United Commomwealth Bank
DARE Program - Melody Jones
Murray Fire Department
Calloway County Post Office
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hardee's
Paglia's
Mattel
Murray Lumber

If you have an interest in either or
both of these groups please contact
Betty Nicely at (502) 897-2632 or
John Glisson at (502) 753-1161.
For persons interested in learning
more about the National Federation
of the Blind there is a book published entitled Who Are The Blind
That Lead The Blind. To experience
the actual life activities of the blind
there is a set of Kernel books
published by the NFB. These publications are available in the local
Murray Calloway County Library.

Taco John's
John Deere - Fly Beane
Town And Country Yamaha
Pepsi
Golden Flake
Hickory Log Barbeque
Hoffman Nursery
State Line Western World, Inc.
Dennison Hunt
Heskett Chiropractic With Free
Scoliosis Screening
Coast To Coast

Register To Win Prizes
Free Care Packages for the kids, balloons, coloring books, crayons, pens, pencils etc From all of the co-sponsors.

PeoplesBank
qttNyurray,Kentucky
Kroger Mosey Market Caster 77-2235
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL
BUSINESSES — SHOP
MURRAY FIRST.

GTE Mobilnet Center:
Murray
305 N. 12th Street
(502) 759-3301

0minvtes
3Oevery month.

Twin Lakes Office

for life
Definite savings. Indefinitely.

Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

Sign a one-year

service agreement on a new calling plan and we'll give you an extra 30 minutes of night and

with GTE you'll also get the largest local calling area — 100,000 square miles. And, with

'.
mi,
I.
1.•

wireless plans starting as low as $19.95 a month this is definitely the deal of a lifetime. But
remember, it won't be around forever.

For a simple solution to al of your wireless needs call

1-800-897-3193.
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WIRELESS

all in one. altogether different.sm

207 S. 7th St. • Murray
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GTE Mobilnet Agent:
Murray

GTE for a lifetime. Save for a lifetime. It's that simple. But 30 extra minutes isn't all. Because

..;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.
wEIE MOVED! . :

$500

18 Months 6.00 (.,?

weekend calling time a month, every month, for as long as you stay on that plan. Stay with

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Sponsored By Piggly Wiggly

ANDREAS KLEIN
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CURRENT
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Seven attend convention
for the blind recently

the
ers

formances brought to Murray for
your enjoyment. Support through
memberships insure continued
programs as alternative cultural offerings throughout the year. For
further information, call 762;4516.
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HOROSCOPES
more normal for you. A friend or
partner turns into a good role model.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. You are easily inspired by those in
your life who are exuberant.Attimes,
Aug. 21, 1997:
You are willing to break patterns as you might resist seeing the whole
never before. Taking risks becomes picture. Stay in touch with longBY JACQUELINE BIGAR

/7:
People once believed freckles were caused by rain falling on a
child before it's a year old.

Prices Good
Aug. 20 thru
Aug. 26

term desires; be aware that,to fulfill
them, you might need to think differently. If you are single, romance
punctuates your year. There are
many choices; you will love shopping!Ifattached, you enjoy the new

CO

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
F. & Sat. 8-8

I
IC
I: €11
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

11
1.
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We Accept Food Stamps -

ot

We Reserve The

eie

Deli 3H38
t 1Lre

Right to limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice

Ground Beef

1-Bone Steak

3-4 Lb. Pkg.
Field Dinner
Franks or
Classic

Wieners
$ 139

79!

$129

Field
1 Lb

Bologna
S 1 39

‘10

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Boston Buff

Sirloin Steak

Pork Roast

2

Pork
Steak
$ 1 59

Lb

1 39

99

Extra Lean

Lb.

1

Lb.

I Lb

Field 1 Lb. Vac Pack

1

Field Boneless Half or Whole

Bacon
Kentuckian Ham
39 Margarine 939

Hyde Park
Frozen 12 oz.

Imperial

Orange

1 Lb Qtrs

Juice

99°

Kraft

$1

2 Legs-3 Breast-2 Thighs-2 Peg Legs

$ 1 19
Lb

8 pk

2/s1

Cut•Up Chicken

Turkey Breast

Handi
Snacks

dr= Lb

Best of Fryer

Grade 'A' Frozen

99

Mussleman

Applesauce
24 oz

89°

This Week's Feature:

Kentucky Farms

Vol.4
Look Before You Bounce

Skim Milk
Gal. $ 1 89

Only S3.49
Expires
August 26.
1997

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry
Coke, Caf. Free Coke,
Diet Caf. Free Coke
2 Liter

Os he Now
Only

99c

89'

Kellogg's

Hyde 'ark

Veg.-Best Blend-Sunflower

Apple Jacks

Bathroom Tissue

48 oz. $ 1 89

15 oz. 2/$5

Wesson Oil

Peter Pan

1 59

Peanut Butter

18 oz.

Kellogg's

Variety Pack 9.58 oz. 2/$5
Lesuer Peas, Carrots,
12-15
Orville Redenbacher Microwave

Prairie

sin

3 pk.

Farm

1% Milk

Liter 6 Pk.
Hyde Park Single Roll

Paper Towels
Citrus Punch
Syrup

&
Pringles

$ 29

2 oz.

$219

qn•

49'

2/$1
$189

6.2 oz.
Sunflower Self-Rising or Plain

Flour

19.8 oz.

24 oz

gl
e
n

5.5-7.3 oz.

Treat Bars

8 pk.

Mrs. Butterworth's
1/2 gal. 2/$219

$239
Cheese
59' Chips
199

Kellogg's Rice Krispie

Duncan Hines Fudge

Brownie Mix

79'

Kraft

Sunny Delight

Green Beans
Popcorn

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
1/2

4 Roll Pkg.

I

$ 139

5 Lb.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb .12

I

tont?
pk.%)

enthusiasm between the two of you.
In-laws could be restrictive. ARIES
helps you open up.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Be willing to commit to a
strong course ofaction. You feel positive about a friendship. Trust this
person to come through for you; he is
a positive force.The unexpected rules
your day. You might be unduly hard
on another. Tonight: You decide.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Take a back seat now, and
think rather than act. You are acquiring a better sense of direction. A
resolution you make today is positive; you are likely to stay centered.
Your sunny side shines at work. A
boss adores you.Tonight:Go within.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Dynamic interactions mark
the day. Zero in on what you want.
You receive good news, which also
delights others. Working as a team
brings results. Don't be overly serious. Others understand your concerns. Tonight: Be with friends.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Enjoy the limelight. Make
the mostofan offer. You worry about
the responsibilities that it entails. A
partner supports you in making
things happen. Trust that he will
come through for you. Maintain a
high profile. Tonight: Be the star!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are unable to change
plans as easily as you would like.
Listen to friends who are full of
ideas. Enthusiasm is contagious.
Don't worry about gaining perspective and finding solutions. Stay with
the moment. Make time for networking.Tonight:Check out a movie.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** One-to-one relating is difficult but worthwhile. Express your
practical nature. You build confidence with co-workers and create
what You want professionally. Your
ability to cut red tape and be efficient makes you very popular. Tonight: Have a long talk.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You clearly make a difference to a child,loved one or potential
new suitor. Your positive attitude
breeds better understanding. You
are willing to work through a problem,though you might not deal well
with a partner's attitude. Tonight:
Don't agree just to keep the peace.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Buckle down,and handle your
workload. You feel tired, frustrated
and burdened by events. Determine
what you want, and zero in on it.
Spend frivolous time with a family
member.Plan some fun around your
work demands. Tonight: You are
happy at home!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Discussions are active. You
get a lot of information. Express
ideas and opinions; listen to feedback. A child or loved one can be
testy.A discussion is necessary.Your
imagination knows no. limits; let it
roam. Tonight: Go to a favorite spot
with a favorite person.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be more in tune with what is
happening. Optimism about money
floats through your life. Examine
long-term results of a project that
involves home. You are determined
about your desires. Use finances as
a passport to achieve an objective.
Tonight: Invite a friend over.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Good cheer is needed; talks
are depressing or,at least, very serious. Infuse your positive energy and
caring ways into all conversations
and interactions. Within you is the
ability to inspire or tear apart. It is
up to you which way you choose to go.
Tonight: Make time for a gabfest.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Instincts are right on target,
especially regarding finances. Others respond to your high energy and
charisma. You have a special friend
whom you trust a lot and with whom
you share confidences. Make time to
get together and talk. You will be
inspired by his ideas. Tonight: Play
it low-key.
BORN TODAY
Singer Kenny Rogers (1938), actor
Clarence Williams III(1939),singer
Jackie DeShannon (1944)
•••

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Baked

Baked Ham

Turkey Breast
$429

$429
Lb

Lb

Eckrich
All Meat

Colby

Cheese
Bologna
$389
$2!
2
,

Owen's Best

BBQ Ribs
29

$3

Lb.

Golden Ripe

Bananas

3

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Fresh Yellow
Sweet

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Onions
$ 1 29

Corn

BILLS

Lbs

WE

4

BILLS
Ears

1

Y HOME GROWN PRODUCE!

Owen's Best
Storemade

Yellow &
Zucchini

Red or White
Seedless

10 Lb. New Crop
Russett

Cole Slaw

Squash

Grapes
$ 1 19

Potatoes
$ 1 99

99 69c.
Lb

b

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowne
rs Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATION
Hours 7am 8pr
,
Loam 911..own
Based co. 1 ft% 20 r
Trrn at 1239% APR
'
-)RE LC 801220073
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Answers about new telephone law
The Kentucky Public Service
Commission today released questions-and-answers about phone
competition it said had been raised
by many consumers.
Q. What is the Telecommunications Act of 1996?
A. The Telecommunications Act
of 1996 is a federal law which
requires your local telephone company to allow competing phone
companies into its local service
area.
Q. What does that mean to me?
A.It means that customers will be
able to choose their local telephone
company, just like their long distance company. For example, already there are several phone companies other than BellSouth offering local phone service in
Louisville.
Q. What are the benefits of local
telephone competition?
A. There are many benefits in
store for telephone customers. The
telephone companies will compete
with each other for your business in
many different ways. Customers
will now have greater choices of
companies, many more types of
services and prices from which to
choose. The more you use the
telephone, the more options you
will have.
Q. Will my telephone bill
change?
A. Yes. Examples of choices that
could affect your phone bill include
what type of phone services(including cellular) you choose, the number of phone lines to your home,
how many local or long distance
calls you make, and the companies
you choose to provide your phone
service. Depending on these
choices, your total phone bill could
increase or decrease.
Q. Why would my bill go up?
A. Until now, basic residential
telephone services have been priced
below cost in most areas of the state.
Other phone services, such as long
distance, have been priced well
above what it costs to provide that
service. The Telecommunications
Act finds that services must be
above cost, which could cause local
residential rates to increase. However, over time, competition should
cause your total phone bill to de-

crease, including long distance
charges.
Q. Is help available for rising
phone rates?
A. Yes, to qualifying consumers.
A fund will be created to assist lowincome consumers with their phone
bills. Assistance may also be available to other customers depending
upon how the fund is established.
This fund is called the Universal
Service Fund and is designed to help
ensure affordable phone service for
all Kentuckians.
Q. What if my phone company
has been changed without my permission?
A. Competition in the local telephone market will have many benefits. Along with these benefits will
be some drawbacks.One of the most
prominent problems that has
occurred as a result of competition
is the changing of a customer's

phone company without authorization from the customer. This practice is known in the telephone
industry as "slamming."
To avoid being slammed you can:
•Ask your local telephone company to put a "freeze" on your
telephone account. This will ensure
your phone service does not get
switched unless you provide written
authorization.
-When approached by telemarketers ask for them to send you a copy
of the agreement in writing before
giving them your business. This will
allow you to take your time in
making your decision and avoid
becoming confused under a high
pressure sales call.
-Read all sweepstakes entries
carefully before signing. Many
times they give a phone company
authorization to switch your phone
service.

Save 70% on Heating &
Cooling With Energy Efficient
Reward Wall Systems.
Call for more information.

Wall Systems
What you can dream
you can build with Reward

P.O. Box 530
Benton, KY
502-527-8420
1-888-24-WALLS

1111113EICIS
EN 20 21 22 23
25 26 MBE
VISA, MASTERCARD. DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

- COUPON

Coke Diet Coke Sprite
I

TOO OFF

Any Item
LT.

Charmin

Coke, Diet Coke,

Tissue

' Sprite 12 pk. 12 oz. can $2•99
Bounty
Coke, Diet Coke
Towels
Blg Roll 79'
1/2 Liter 6 Pk. Non-Returnable Btl.$2•69
Ocean Spray Ruby Red
Grapefruit Juice 32 oz. Btl. 99' Powerade 64 oz. Btl. 2/53
4 Roll Pkg.

Nunn Better

Hunt's Squeezable

Corn Meal

5 Lb. Bag

,W
Fo
ir
ORSry,
EASY
At Your MoneyPlace CasiaAdvancer

99' Catsup

2% or Whole Milk

Pork & Beans

19

Save more time!Start your Illonefilsee CashAdvance
by phone!

The
MoneyPlace„,

513-A So.120 St. Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

Gal.

CATFISH CRAZY!
SOUTHERN STYLE
CATFISH FEAST
INCLUDES HEAPIN'
HELPIN'S OF

9)
hat is
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mine
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Green Beans
Corn

Play Cash Card DrawTM

1

For

Roundy

i50

48 oz $11.49

Vegetable Oil

#250

r2,0

.100

'200
$15

SI
141/2 oz. Can

15 OZ.

WIN! WIN! WIN!

1

3

For
15 oz.
Roundy Cream Style or Whole Kernel ito

'25

Iwo WIN CASH & GROCERIES!!
GET DETAILS AT STORE

For

1

QUALITY MEATS
100% Pure

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Ground Chuck

Chuck Roast

19

• DELICIOUS CATFISH

talks
serir and
tions
s the
It is
Go go.
!st.

For

Roundy Cut

Dog Food

Et8°

Showboat

Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.

The

24 oz. Btl.

Turner Meadow Brook

Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes'. Up to $300 TODAY!

WHAT A PLACE!
Money -ace!
Come in Today!9-5 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri,9-12 Sat
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.

2 Liter
Bottle

With Coupon & $20 Order. Limit One
Expires 8-26-97

Alpo

. 21)
. You
press
feedin be
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let it
spot

• WHITE BEANS
Lb.

• GREEN TOMATO RELISH

Sliced Slab

rk

Bacon

• FRIES

Roundy

11./U1

Turkey

Lb. 99

Chuck Steaks

Lb.

9.79

Swiss Steaks

Lb.

Lb.

Picnic Ham

• I IUSHPUPPIES

Grogan's Hot or Mild

• LEMONS & GREEN ONIONS

Sausage

1 Lb. Pkg

Chicken Legs

ictor
nger

Lb.

79'
$11.39
9.49
Lb

Smoked

• COLE SLAW

rget,
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ne to
II be
Play
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August 1997

69' Chicken Thighs

Lb.

69'
,

FRESH PRODUCE
Jumbo Yellow

Onions

1 •

BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER

TWO 3-PIECE
FISH DINNERS

$3.29

$5.99

Tender bite-size fried shrimp,
fries, role slaw & hushpuppies.

Three batter dipped fish fillets,
fries, cole slaw & hushpuppies.

Limit one dinner per coupon.
Not good with any other
specials, coupons or discount offer at participating
Captain D's. Offer expires
September 15. 1997.
a

Limit one dinner per coupon.
Not good with any other
specials, coupons or discount offer at participating
Captain D's. Offer expires
September 15, 1997.

Lb. I
Del Monte

Salad Mix

1 Lb. Bag

$1.19

Sno White

Mushrooms
Broccoli
SPA V4 WW1

Green Bell

Peppers

29!

Bananas 3 LbS

For

White
8 Oz. Pk.

1 e 19
Stalk

Potatoes

97' Carrots

99°

79
99'
99'

10 Lb. Bag S1•
1 Lb Bag

3 For

Salad

4 For 99' Cucumbers 3 For

2B
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Typhoon kills 25 as Winnie whips through China
rains before gradually dissipating,
the newspaper China Daily said.
The report did not provide details on how the 19 Zhejiang residents had been killed. Separate
reports Tuesday indicated six
typhoon-related deaths in various
cities in the region.
The typhoon interrupted airline
and ferry services, cut power supplies and flooded 20,600 Zhejiang homes, China Daily
reported.
In Taiwan, the typhoon caused

BEIJING (AP) — Typhoon
Winnie whipped through eastern
China, unleashing deadly winds
and torrential rains that caused
the deaths of at least 25 people,
official reports said Wednesday.
The toll of casualties and damage was expected to rise as data
was gathered from outlying areas,
local officials said.
Winnie swept through eastern
Zhejiang, killing 19, before moving on to neighboring Anhui province, where it dumped torrential

landslides that contributed to the
deaths of 28 people. Rescuers on
Tuesday continued to search for
12 people believed trapped in an
apartment building that collapsed
as it slid down the side of a
mountain and partially sank into
waterlogged ground.
Rescuers had recovered 16 bodies. The collapse injured at least
46 people and seriously damaged
about 50 apartments, authorities
said. At least 12 others were confirmed killed by landslides,
drowning or other causes.
The typhoon brought winds of
up to 92 mph and dropped up to
28 inches of rain on northern Taiwan between Sunday and midday
Monday, the Central Weather Bu-

great
food
place
SUN

Saving starts with lower rates, like those you get with quality
Grange Farrnowner's Insurance. Grange offers flexible
programs to meet the special needs of today's fanner. Call or
visit soon so we can tell you more.

•

Virginia, Missouri
execute inmates

Western Kentucky

half-price gift sale!

Insurance Agency, Inc.

•
•

302 N. 12th St., Murray
753-5842
Grange won't let rust anyone be their agent Why should you?

•

Tony Boyd

POTOSI, Mo.(AP) — A man
who terrorized a couple, raped
their pregnant teen-age daughter
and killed her 12-year-old, men-

1,1

SEARS

Murray, Kentucky"
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CRAFTSMAN

298"
Specksi purchase

111

buys both
13-drawer pro
quality chest and '
cabinet comoinatioq..:

;
11..
^1/141opnprances &
ome
Electronics

12.7F4.
.
-1 r-

of tOtAi storage
space Internal
locking system
with keys. 65755/65021'-

ii

ours
4.
11
1
111111

purchase
199"
230-p, mechanic's tool set with 3 quickSpec.at

release ratLnets. sockets, wrenches and
mote 1

0
- 33U

plus free delivery on all home appliances over $399.00
Refrigerators
Freezers
Ranges
Washers &,pryers
Dishwashers
Microwaves
Vacuums

Your choke

5999
1

r,,,
,
.0,

Televisions
VCRs
Stereos
Digital Satellite Systems
Camcorders
Home Theater Packages

' S Ner aJrr

I;ia t

"1

, •

Sale prices good
August 21 through
August 23

caw with case 2 / -HP,
ic,pc 5.000 no load
1/

f

it
,
.1)1.t,

r switch.R,f
A',0

8 amp

motor

trnt nt SytrTi

Us. your Soon Ceeeel
%vol. low monthly paym.o.s.

LA•Irtle,

=IL* 7et

look for the

installation
REBATE
on all built-in

titt A, TAGS
store

throughout our

A

this week for extra-special

appliances
over'399

SiiV11405

left. pc,. It

Hcometc•Nown
service

$35

Plus...

Your choice
3999

Torrential rains were forecast
in Shanghai through Thursday,
but the low-lying city of 14 million people escaped the full fury
of the storm when Winnie passed
inland, instead of turning north as
predicted.

INSURANCE

Your partner In protect on

.502-474-2773
/440/W474-2770

out
in hpua
owesraitothousands
d.
of homes,

DONATIONS MADE: Donna Herndon, director of the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, and Bill Wells, right, of the Murray Family Resource Center,
each accept a check of $163 from Fred Kemp, president of Local 2156 of the
National Association of Letter Carriers, Monday at the post office. The money
was made at a charity softball game

Ok•ancre

Wed thru Sun

Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

•

the state-run Xinhua News
Agency said. It said a total of about 1 million people had been
moved out of coastal areas before
the typhoon.
The Huangpu River broke
through a dike in Shanghai, inundating 400 homes under 5 feet of
water and temporarily knocking

Cl

Ask us about saving on
your farm insurance.

Open tat 5pna

latautint
Aurora, KY

reau said. It was downgraded to a
light typhoon by the time it hit
the China coast Monday night.
But Chinese reports described
the storms triggered by the typhoon as some of the worst in
years. Its powerful winds uprooted trees and damaged
buildings.
Reports of damages and deaths
were sketchy. Local officials contacted by phone Tuesday declined
to confirm any deaths, despite the
deaths reported in state-run
newspapers.
Powerful waves breached coastal dikes and flooded 34 towns
around the city of Wenling in
Zhejiang province, forcing some
30,000 people from their homes,

on more specially
selected items!

Oster good wth marl n certrhcate through August 23 Sears
prOtessoonal mstarlabon only Orter not oval*** on outiet stores

Owned &
Operated by:
Opal Hart
Shoppling Ctr.
753-2310
Store Hours:
Mon.-Set. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5

tally handicapped sister by slashing her throat was executed by
injection early today.
"They can take my body, but
they can't take the love of the
one person I've found," Andrew
Six said, without elaborating, in a
final statement.
In Virginia, a man convicted of
robbing and killing a woman
three months after being paroled
for assault was executed by injection Tuesday evening.
Six, 32, a high school dropout
from Pershing, Iowa, was convicted along with his uncle, Donald Petary, of killing 12-yearold Kathy Allen after terrorizing
her family at their Ottumwa,
Iowa, trailer in April 1987.
Six admitted that he and Petary
robbed and terrorized Donald and
Janet Allen and their daughters
after showing up at their trailer
home claiming they wanted to
look at a pickup truck for sale.
Authorities said Six raped the
Aliens' pregnant 17-year-old
daughter and slit Mrs. Allen
throat with a butcher knife. Both
women survived — Mrs. Allen
with a long scar across her neck,
left by a wound that required
more than 60 stitches.
The men abducted Kathy.
With Petary and Kathy in the
back seat, Six drove to Missouri
in a car with a bumper sticker
that read, "I'm the person your
mother warned you about '
Kathy's body was found in
ditch near Greentop, about 20
miles south of the Iowa line. She
had bled to death after her throat
was slashed.
"Dirty, lousy creep," Mrs. Allen muttered as she stared
through a window separating the
viewing area from the small
white execution chamber at the
Potosi Correctional Center.
She described her mentally
handicapped daughter as a happy
child who treasured her dog,
Shaggy.
"Every day after school she'd
put the dog in the basket of her
bike and ride around the trailer
park," said Mrs. Allen, who
made the seven-hour trip from
Ottumwa to witness the
execution.
Six claimed he didn't kill the
girl; Petary, 60, who is awaiting
execution, said he drank a case of
beer that night and blacked out.
At the Greensville Correctional
Center about 45 miles south of
Richmond, Va., 35-year-old Carlton Jerome Pope spent a few
hours with his mother and sister_
before his execution.
He was convicted of capital
murder in 1986 for shooting
Cynthia Gray of Portsmouth and
stealing her purse.
In a petition seeking clemency,
Pope's attorneys contended there
was no robbery the night of the
killing, which was the basis for
seeking the death penalty. They
also claimed a key witness lied.
Their petition was denied.
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TO PLACE
AN AD
Card of Thanks
Legal Notice 140
Notice 150

010
020

Reader Adt

025

30C per word, $600 minimum
I st day.6c per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for
blind box ads

040
050

Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found

060

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

070
090

Position Wanted
Business Opportunity

100

yard Sale $7.51) Preogisl

110

A $200 lee win ore required to make
any changes to ad craw deadline

120

Instruction
Computers
• . For Sale Or Trade

110

010

Legal
Notice

AVON- I arn here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers give me a
call (502)436-6026 ask for
Tonya ind/s1s/rep
BETTY'S Bridal Cottage
Wedding gowns, Brides
maids & Special Ocassion
dresses Located 1 mile
northeast of Puryear
Watch for signs beside the
Big Apple Cafe Call
901-247-3959

160
Home kirnishings
165................................. ... Antiques
170

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'

Court Square • 753-0859
a—mams•mm...m••••

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote or
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 6.5/7,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaran
teed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1 Price 2. Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 'A M Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
90.5 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil fro*:
1-800-455-4199

-

490
495

Used Cars
Vans

410

Yard Sale
Public Sale

500

Used Truax

420

Home Loans

510

430

Real Estate
Lake Property

520.

Campers
Boats & Motors

530

Services Offered

550

320

Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
. Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

200
210

Firewood

220.

Musical

330
340......
360.

010

010

Legal
Notice

435.
440
450

360

Produce
Free Column

460

Homes For Sale

571)

Wanted

010

Assembly Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray
,
Kentucky, will hold a Public Hearing on August 26,1997,at 7:00
p.m.
in the Council Chambers, City Hall Building, 207 South
5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from the public
regarding
proposed 1997 tax rates on real property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the
following
information:

Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

Vice Chairman - Joel Thorn
276 Radio Road, Almo, KY 42020
Secretary/Treasurer - Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Lane, Almo, KY 42020
Other Members
Donnie Overbey
267 Squire Holland Road, Almo, KY 42020

0.3069

$1,068,477

(2) Tax Rate Proposed
For Current Year and
Expected Revenue

0.3107

$1,161,318

(3) Compensating Tax Hate
and Expected Revenue

0.2988

$1,116,839

0.3107

$50,226

0.3390

$260,742

(4) Revenue Expected from

FOR FISCAL PERIOD JULY 1, 1996
TO JUNE 30, 1997

(5) Revenue Expected from
Personal Property

on

New Property

hand

(6) Tax Rate Proposed for
CERS Unfunded Liability

$23,603.50

0.0280
$140,193
The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate
by
levying a tax rate of$0.3107 which will be spent in the public
safety
departments of city government. The $0.0280 special tax
levy is
authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C and will be used to underwr
ite the
unfunded liability of transferring police and fire personn
el to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement.

4,450.31
592.97
$5,043.28

Expenditures

Clearing and Snagging
Bond
Legal Notice
Total Expenditures

Revenue
Expected

(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER
FLOODPLAIN CONSERVANCY
DISTRICT

Total Receipts

Loge(
Notice

7,270.00
152.25
84.00

THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED
PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.

$7,506.25

William N. Cherry
Mayor

Losl
And Found

co Copeland 6
Orchards 6
doff Hwy 80W
Mayfield

t
6
623-8312t

NOTHING To Lose- but
allergies, pet odors, tobacco smoke mold & bacteria We can eliminate
these problems from your
home car RV or workplace with our tillerless air
purifier Call 753 7262 for
an absolute risk free 3 day
trial and receive a hoe gift
Easy installment plan
available
PEACHES Tree ripened &
table readyl The Dale f3re
mer Orchard of Metropolis
plan to bring their peaches
to Murray whenever supply
& weather permit Wonder
tut late season peaches
available at the Blonde
McClure apartment corn
pies property north of the
Wal Mart Supercenter on
641 North Most days pos
sibiy starting Saturday August 16th thru mod Septern
ber (approx 10 30am
start) BISCOL. a red skin
hybnd ripe now, GRES
THAVEN starting August
17th 30th, ELBERTA
20th 30th SWEET SUE
(extra sweet & tasty) Aug
25th thru early September,
ENCORE (very flavorful
September peach
1st 15th) Please save the
ad for future reference' For
date verification or special
order, call the orchard
1 818 524 5783

•••••••••eieeeet. --

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

050

C',116tC/0
0$ Peaches &
1 Nectarines t

Newspaper
Carriers

FOUND Yellow kitten w'
flea collar on So 6th St
759-9305
060

Please apply at

Help
Wanted

BEAUTY SE THE
BEACH
Now Accepting
Applications
for Hairstylists& experienced Nail Technicians. Must be ambitious & career oriented. Others need not
apply. Stop by for
application at Hwy
641 North side ot
Benton.
502-527-7717
APPLY in person Wed Sat
2pm 4pm NOW HIRING
Cook Supervisor Cook As
sistant Servers Bussers
Seven Seas 1901 N 12th
St
ARBONNE
INTERNATIONAL- Pure
Swiss Skin Care District
Manager expanding sales
team in Murray area Start
your own home based business for under $5001 Fle
tile hours Mercedes prog
ram free trips unlimited
income potential Call
Katherine Morris
502 753 5339 days
502 759 9566 evenings
AVON $8 SlEVhr, No door
to door Quick Cash Fun &
Relaxing 1 800 826 4916
ind,s1sirep
AVON Are your bills
mounting,
" Need help? Be
come an Avon Representa
live 8 earn the extra cash
you need to help you get
ahead 1 800 SELL AVON
or (502)767-0779 indists,
rep

AVON sales $8 $18/hr No
door to door
Easy
methods' Quick Cash''Bo
nuses• 1 800 827 4640
ind/slsirep
CAR haulers wanted Ex
cellent pay benefits Call
615 758 5539 Corky
423-577 2969 Tammy
Mon Fn 8am 4 30pm

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
'Deadlines we 2 days
in advance!

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., is the recipient of
Federal financial assistance from the Rural
Electrification Administration,an agency of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and is
subject to the provision of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended, the Age Discrimination
Act of 1975, as amended,and the rules and
regulations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture which provide that no person in the
United States on the basis of race, color,
national origin, age or handicap shall be
excluded from participation in,admission or
access to,denied the benefits of,or otherwise
be subjected to discrimination under any of
this organization's programs or activities.
The person responsible for coordinating this
organization's nondiscrimination compliance efforts is Glen B. Sears, General
Manager. Any individual,or specific class of
individuals, who feels that this organization
has subjected them to discrimination may
obtain further information about the status
and regulations listed above from and/or file
a written complaint with this organization;
or the Secretary, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20040; or the
Administrator, Rural Electrification Administration, Washington, D.C. 20250. Complaints must be filed within 180 days after
the alleged discrimination. Confidentiality
will be maintained to the extent possible.

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

The Conservancy District meets on a as
neSded basis.

Notice

Murray Ledfier &Times will
be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
con be mode.

•

Ending Balance (June 30, 1997)$21,140.53

020

010

Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentuc
ky General

Chairman - Donald Wisehart
2830 Elm Grove Road, Almo, KY 42020

Receipts
Millage Tax
Interest

not
Leger
Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following information and supporting data may be
inspected by the general public at88 Robertson Road South, Murray, Kentucky from
August 25-28, 1997 between the hours of
8:00-5:00.(East Fork Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District).

Beginning
Cash
(July 1, 1996)

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Spon Utility Vehicles

Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, wo
mans, childrens leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Wild Raspberry

Livestock & Supplies

400

310

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

New Shipment of Door Mats
Same Low Price! .

390

195

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

753-4199

200
Mobile Homes For Rent
28... Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290
Heau4 And Cooling
Business Rentals

100% investment
grade assets'

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

Happy Birthday
365
For Sale or Lease 470..
370..Commercial Property for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485.....

300

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

Advertisers are requested
to check the Iirst insertion
of their ads for any *frau

In Memory
Miscellaneous
260....Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270........... Mobile Homes For Sale
240

Vacuum Cleaners
180....................... Lawn & Garden
190
Farm Equipment

Legal
Notice

1120

ALTERATIONS Ruth s
See & Sew 753-6981

155

ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1916

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

010
Legal
Notice

Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary,Financial Statement for the Calloway
County Conservation District for fiscal year
1996 may be inspected by the general public
at 88 Robertson Road South, Murray, Kentucky from August 25-28, 1997 between the
hours of 8:00-5:00.(Calloway County Conservation District).
Chairman - Larry Gilbert
505 Whitnell Street, Murray, KY 42071
Vice-Chairman - Rob McCallon
2130 Airport Road, Murray, KY 42071
Secretary/Treasurer - Marty Carraway
2157 Dodd Road, Murray, KY 42071
Other Board Members
Gary Haneline
303 Haneline Road, Murray, KY 42071
Mark Wilson
2816 Faxon Road, Murray, KY 42071
Henry Armstrong
1509 Kelso Road, Murray, KY 42071
Larry Hale
577 Independence Rosa,-'Dexter, KY 42036
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
CALLOWAY COUNTY
CONSERVATION DISTRICT
FOR FISCAL PERIOD JULY 1, 1996
TO JUNE 30, 1997
Beginning Cash on hand
(July 1, 1996)
$36,067.11
Receipts
Fiscal Court
35,133.49
State Aid .
4,000.00
Reimbursement & Contributions....412.85
Interest
1,340.55
State Grant
20,000.00
Total Receipts
$60,886.89
Expenditures
Salaries
17,649.67
Office Operations
6,122.92
Education and Promotion
7,188.97
Supervisors Expense
2,585.30
Equipment Purchase
13,147,40
Miscellaneous
1,516.15
Total Expenditures
$48,210.41
Ending Balance (June 30, 1997) $48,743.59
The Calloway County Conservation District
meets at the Conservation office on the third
Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.

Notice
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CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211P1gY Act2
$6 25 Column inch
401. Discount 2nd Run
601. Discount 3rd Run
1 Aces Mal Run OtlThir 4 Day Pod.)
$2 25 per column inch extra for
TuocIV (Shopping Guide)
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060
Help
Wanted
BABYSITTER needed
part-time evenings for 2
children 753 9270
EXPERIENCED mainte
nance man Apply in per
son from 7am 4pm Racer
Inn S 12th St Murray No
phone calls please

NURSES Aide Work al
shifts as needed, not a
full-time position Must be
flexible & dependable
Pleasant atmosphere and
good working conditions
Call Glade Dodd 753-7109
for an appointment. Fern
Terrace Lodge. EOE

AUTO SERVICE
Area Ford/Toyota Dealer looking for experienced technicians. Top pay & benefits for
experienced people. Apply in person to:
Little River Ford/Toyota
701 N. Main
HopkInsville, KY 42240
or send resume to:
Little River Ford/Toyota

P.O. Box 1088
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Attn: Bill Clement
Service Director.

In response to existing and anticipated
employment opportunities, applications
arc now being accepted for production
operator positions for our Mattel/Murray
facility on the following shifts: 4:30
p.m.-3:00 a.m., Tues-Fri (10 hour shift),
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sat, Sun, Mon (11.5
hour shift),6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.,Sat,Sun,
Mon(11.5 hour shift), Noon to Midnight,
2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour shift), Midnight to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour
shift). Starting pay rate is $6.39/hour with
a top rate of $9.11/hour after 24 months.
Individuals would be full benefits eligible
after a 90 day probationary period. If
you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers. plcaNc contact:

Murray Employment

40•41.d5millon11•0111••••••■••
.
- -

Agency'
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150

CASHIER at Murray State
University Full time posi
tion with benefits High
school graduate or equiva
lent required Must have
two years of cash register
experience with proven re
cord of accuracy and mini
mal mistakes, preferably
with NCR cash register sys
tems Experience involving
transactions with Master
Card, Visa American Ex
press, Discover. and MSU
Debit Card System preferred Flexible hours required depending on Bookstore schedule Position
will also include working in
various other areas of the
Bookstore and other dukes
as assigned by the Director Excellent public relations skills important Must
be able to work effectively
with faculty, staff, co
workers, and students Sal
ary $6 25 per hour Apply
at Human Resources
Sparks Hall. Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Mur
ray, KY 42071-0009 An
EEO, fiA/F,D AA employer.

CATERER at Murray Stale
University Part time position (up to 32 hours per
week) with partial benefits
package One year of ex
perience in commercial
food preparation required
two years experience
which includes catering
preferred Must be willing to
work odd hours with some
weekend work required
Must be patron oriented
and courteous Salary
$606 per hour Apply at
Department of Employ
ment Services. 1210 John
son Blvd, Murray. KY
12071 An EEO. M/FID AA
employer
NOW hiring teiernarketers
Call 753 1455

Paschall Truck Lines is seeking Customer
Service Reps experienced in dealing directly
with management and corporate decision
makers in PTL's continually expanding
market. Though not technically a sales position, our CSRs serve as advisors to and
coordinate orders directly from our established customers. Computer and telephone
skills are a must.Past exposure to the trucking
industry is a plus, but not mandatory. PTL
offers an excellent compensation and benefits
package. If you are a persuasive individual,
capable of influencing the action of independent groups and if you are seeking a career
opportunity, please send your resume to:

George Stockton
PTL Human Resources-M
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
The National Scouting Museum is looking for
enthusiastic, self-motivated individuals to fill the
following positions:

Public Programs Manager, National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, Inc.
Position to begin September 1997.0ualifications:
Bachelor's degree in education, public history, or
related field plus three years or more education or
programming experience required. Previous managerial experience, good people skills, planning,
organization and time management also required.
Must be able to communicate effectively in writing
and oral presentation. Responsibilities: Developing and implementing all public interpret
ive
programs for the museum; grant writing and
submission; collection management; editor of
the
museum's newsletter; supervises a part-time interpretive staff and volunteers, acts as advisor
to
museum's Explorer Post. Applicaton Deadline
:
August 29, 1997. To April; Send letter
of
application, resume, list of references, and college
transcripts to Susan B. Hardin, National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University, P.O. Box
9,
Murray, KY 42071-0009. Murray State Universi
ty
is an equal education and employment
coma
tunity, M/F/D. AA employer.

Gateway Challenge Course, Weekends now
through October. Outdoor ropes and teams course
workers. Minimum wage.
Pubik Programs Assistant, Tuesday thru Saturday, 800 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Must be good with
children of all ages, outgoing, and have leadership
skills.
Collections Student Workers, we will work
around your class schedule, Monday through
Friday. Must have some computer skills. Mini
mum wage 10 to 20 hours a week.
Tor all positions please submit resume and
application with museum secretary. Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. NO PHONE
INQUIRES PLEASE.

r•
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Deli help needed
experience preferred
but not necessary.
Apply in person

Owens Food
Market
1407 W. Main
COMPUTER Lab Aide
Skits required include a
working understanding of
PC equipment and knowledge of software applications Applicant will provide
hardware and software
support including instatebon, troubleshooting and
required maintenance
Must have knowledge of
Novell Networks Bacheors Degree preferred, Associate Degree with experience accepted 12 month
position Applications
should be received by Sep
tember 3, 1997, but the
position will remain open
until filled Submit letter of
application, resume, three
reference letters, and official transcripts to Debbie
Wright, do Academic Affairs, Madisonville Community College, 2000 College Drive, Madisonville,
KY 42431 MCC is an AA/
EO employer and invites
female and minority
applicants
DEPARTMENT SECRETARY I. Part time (10
months per year, 25 hours
per week) position with par
hal benefits High school
graduate or equrvalent re
quired Must have one year
of general secretarial ex
perience, two years of applicable additional education
preferred College education may be exchanged
year for year for experience Excellent communication skills, interpersonal
skills, and English Ian
guage facility required
Must possess good typing
and computer skills, knowledge of Windows- based
Microsoft Office Suite preferred With another de
partment secretary, pro
vides secretarial support
for a department of 25 full
time and 15 part time instructors Keyboarding test
required Salary $6 25 per
hour Apply at Human Resources, Sparks Hall Murray State University, PO
Box 9. Murray, KY
42071 0009 An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer
DETECTIVE PRIVATE Investigator Trainees Good
Wages 502 329 0457
DISHWASHER needed for
dayShift Apply in person at
Granny's. 1006 Chestnut
St, Murray
EXPERIENCED night cook
wanted Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel KY Apply
in person
EXPERIENCED pressman
needed for top printing
company $10/1-e, health insurance Contact Marc
Peebles Innovative Printing (502)753-8802
EXPERIENCED cook
needed for morning shift
Apply in person at
Granny's 1006 Chestnut
HELP wanted Respiratory
Care Technician must
have current KY license.
full-time position contact
Jennie Russell Marshall
County Hospital 503 Geo
McClain Dr. Benton, KY
42025

PAPA Johns Pizza is now
hiring delivery drivers & in
store personnel Day shift &
night shift available Full
time & part time employees
needed Flexible work
schedules positive work
environment & much more'
Apply in person during the
day, ask for Shawna
PART time receptionists/
optometric assistant
needed for busy proles
sional office Experience
preferred Apply at 308 S
12th St
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STRAW for sale $1 75/
bale 489-2436, if no answer leave message

Instruction

dartz cni(axi.t

fd

WHITLOCK TRAILERS
5 X8' tilt $299, 5'X10 Olt$335, 6'XIO'
$365,
6'X12' tilt- $450 6'4-X16'
tandem
$5 9 5
(901)642-8420

•

A
4
.
.

A

WENDY'S now hiring night
time closers and day time
sandwich makers Must be
able to work weekends
Speak to manager when
you apply
YOU'RE Hired- Start Same
Day' Dancers wanted for
increased summer resort
season Ex employees or
new, all welcome Our
dancers take home over
$1 COO a week Doll House
Sports Cafe Paris TN Call
901 642 4297 or stop by
ran
Domestic
& Childcare
HOUSE cleaning & com
rnercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340
IMMEDIATE in home daycare openings available
Call now to reserve your
spot 753-3193

Pick Your Price On

DAYLILIES HOSTA
Lining Out Sale
Pre dug & ready for fall planting!
DON'T MISS THIS SALE
Special Hour• 9-6 Aug. 20-23 & Aug. 27-30

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993 -

WANTED
Standing Timber
Paying Top Prices

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Dover, TN
Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867
WOULD like to buy a small
tractor blade & bushhog
Will take any condition Call
753-7050

Open Your Own
Salon Or Remodel
The One You Have
For 1/3 The Cost.
Hair Salon Equipment
'ontemporary, custom
designed & built, laminated. Belvedere chairs.
Fully equipped 7-station
salon. Excellent condition. $12,300.

2 MAUVE swivel rockers,
truitwood chest of drawers
& daybed with black & white
plaid slip cover 753-7906
34 CUBIC foot mini refrigerator Holds a lot Great
for dorm $75 759-8740
BEIGE sofa in very good
condition Like new Very
$50
comfortable
759-8740

CLAY Pots large & small,
plain & decorative, strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, concrete planters, bird baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware. Central Shopping
Center
DELUXE Anens riding lawn
mower, 32' cut, 2 large
grass & leaf catchers on
back, electric start, new
battery & belts Also, nice
3 Shp Vulcan electric start
push mower, Briggs &
Stratton, easy spin
753-6453
JOHN Deere Hydro 165,
l2 Shp. $1700 753 8981
STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors Also potting soil top soil peat &
cow manure Play sand,
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware Central Shopping Center
USED riding mower for
sale 11 5hp, good condition Price negotiable Call
762-6946 before 4pm or
435-4224 after 5pm

GOOD barely used manual treadmill for sale Call
759-9215, $125
GUNS buy, sell
436-5650

trade

15 2 CU ft upright deep
freeze, frost free $300 42"
big screen RCA tv, 3yrs old
759-5708

CHAIRS tables, lamps lap
top with printer, monitor &
keyboard Dishwasher,
microwave 753-7920
DUNEBUGGY for sale with
trailer 474 2493
FOR sale 3 ton a/c, con
densing unit Like new
$400 obo Call 753 8338
FOR sale good used tires
all sizes Call after 1prn
436 5787
MICROWAVE, refrigerator,
propane stove, (3) 3' sec
bons double wall ceramic
insulated stove pipe
436-2930
OAK table 6 chairs hutch
$600 Oak full bed dresser,
chest $600 Antique cedar
2 twin beds dresser, chest
$800 Firm 753 6697
OFFICE equipment Cash
register, $150, 5328 Zerox
copier, $2500, IBM Comp
486 Pent CTX monitor.
$1300. bookshelves $25
microwave. $50 See at
615-C S 12th, Soute.side
Center

We'll finance land,
home and all the
improvments in one
mond)/ payment! Low
fixed interest rates,
30 yr terms! As little as 5% down payment or zero down
if you're already a
landowner!

Musical
FLUTE In good condition
489-2311

Hwy 641 South
(across from UPS)
Paris, TN

GEMEINHARDT flute
good condition Perfect for
beginner Call 753-3273,
after 4 30pm

Open Sundays!

MUSICAL instrument Ca
siotone 7000 keyboard with
stand, $300 See at 615 C
S 12th Southside Center
TENOR saxophone good
shape $400 obo Call
753-9350 Please leave
message

LARGE lot off Kirksey Hwy
$75 489 2440
WOODED 1 acre mobile
home lots North of Murray
Call 767 9435 or 742-4435
270
Mobile
Hornet For Sal*

SALE!SALE!SALE!
All 1997 models at
lowest pnces ever!
Must make room for
1998 arrivals!

Bargain
Home Center
Hwy. 641 South
(across from UPS)
Paris, TN
901 -644-1 176
Open Till 7 p m M-F
and Till 6 pm Sat & Sun

TIRED OF
PAYING RENT?
Invest in a new home
of your own with payments much lower
than rent! New 16'
wide 3 BR,2 bath with
stove, refrigerator and
central air for as little
as $1,187 down and
$209.37 monthly.

Bargain
Home Center
Hwy. 641 South
(across from UPS)
Paris, TN
901-644-1176

901-644-1176
14X70 HOLLAY Park, 2br,
1 bath Call 753-4381 after
6Pm
14X70 with stove refrigerator, dishwasher, central
lea, extra nice Must be
moved
$10,500
753-1940
1969 MARIOTT 12X65 Set
up in Riviera Courts
$4,000 753-1520
1971 TOWNHOUSE
12X70, partially furnished
$5,000 489-2330

LARGE FAMILY?
Check out this 4
BR 21/2 Bath
28x80! Glamour
bath, fireplace,
plywood floors,
northern insulated,
4 ton central air,
much more! Only
one in stock at
this price $49,995!

Baragain
Home Center
Hwy 641 South
(across from UPS)
Paris, TN

901-644-1176
Open Sundays!
1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70 excellent condition
1974 Comodore, 12X65,
extra good condition Set
up & ready to move into
753-9866
SCHULTZ mobile home for
sale 436-2469

CHRISTMAS
IN AUGUST!
If back to school expenses have you
drained, treat yourself
to a shopping spree!
Buy any new home in
stock between Aug.
10-31 and receive a
$500 gift certificate to
the retail store of your
choice! $1,000 gift
certificate on double
wides! Hurry while the
selection is still good!

Bargain
Home Center

COUPON
Special on LP Gai'alefills
20 lb. - $6.95 30 lb. - $9.95
40 lb. - $11.95 100 lb. - $29.95
$1.30 per Gallon for RVs Campers

New 20 Lb. Cycl. $19.95

Leave Me,
,age

LAND - HOME
FINANCING!

Bargain
Home Center

220
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502-527-7170

BUSINESS phone system
$250 obo working computer $50, color tv.s $35,
electric typewriter $20, 12"
bw tv $25 Commercial fuse
box, front truck axel, bicy
des, 110 v clothes dryer, all
priced to sell Call
489-2266 after 4 30pm
•

$3

ANTIQUES piece Of estates Call Larry Elkins
492864-6 or 753-1418

8' GRAVEL bed for 1 ton
pick-up Hoist & sub frame
753-2154

Classes Start August 25th
Call 759-1445 for more information.

$2

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

1979 PACE Arrow 26ft
class A motorhorne, gen
New Air, new tires 42 XXX
miles Asking $10,000 Call
437-4714

'The ofBallet
Studio
Nancy Z. Nerney

490 IH disk, 2111, 74 inch
spacing Bushhog brand
ditch bank bushhog, hydraulic 435-6099

3

o Register
Call 75 605

WANTED FROGGY 1035
looking to add 2 new sales
representatives to our ex
Wing state Please mail resume and letter to
FROGGY 103 Sales Position PO Box 1707 Murray
KY 42071 No phone calls
please FROGGY 103 is an
equal opportunity
employer

THERMAX, practically
new, reasonable price
753-1809

ancz c..Sludio / USED air conditioner in
good conditioner, $75
GYInnaitiCS
753-1222, ask for Mary
Jane

SEEKING bright, mon- \ Tap, Ballet, Pointe, rOk
vated, professorial indm 1
"
Jazz, Gymnastics #.
duals Sbccessful apphc
Ages 3 and Up
ants will possess good /
communication and corn- et
"
puler skills and willing to
•4
work nights and weekends
iilklbjulf\s_4(-4
PBX or similar experience a
plus but not necessary
Send resume with references to P0 Box 213
Murray KY 42071
BACK to school computer
SIRLOIN Stockade Now
special Cynx 6x86 166
hiring asst manager
MHz, 512K Cache, 16 MB
Apply in person anytime
EDO RAM, 1 2 GB HD,
SIRLOIN Stockade Now 20XCD 60wSpk, 16bit
hiring grill cooks and day- sound, 14' Monitor, mouse
time dishwashers Apply in keyboard, 33 6 voice/fax
modem, Win95, 35 FD
person
only $932 Upgrade to 32
SPORTABLE Scoreboards MB RAM only $70.00 ISS,
has a sales and customer 1047 Mineral Wells Ave
service position available
Paris, TN 901-644-3790
Call 759-1600 after 2pm
WANTED Childcare/ light
housekeeping in my home
for 4 small children Own
car a must References
please 25 to 35 hours,
week Call 753-3238

SLIGHTLY used Hooked
on Phonics kit All tapes
cards, books and SRA fol
low up books Help that
special someone learn to
read $200 Call 492 8287
or 753 3001

WILL keep children in my
home, Hazel area References upon request
492-8677

Hwy. 641 South
(across from UPS)
Paris, TN
901-644-1176

14X76 3BR. 2 bath,
$350/mo plus deposit Located in Riviera Courts
Available now 436-2647
2BR 12X60
stove, ref

large

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
_

liabv:J'Ys .7\
Formal Wear and Limousine
4
111111111
.
1
AUGUST SPECIAL
Wedding Gown & Veil Sale
Sizes 4-30 & Up
Call for an appointment
-XXX-367-6757
(5021 753-1300
304 Main Street
(502) 759-4713
Murray, KY 42071

/ ALPINE
•
blockrordrt6qab,

Clarion
•C

4E16

CO

41=1)

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

HALEY'S
Ug19Duck
MIRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

SMALL retail store or office
space 500-A Maple St
753-8964

Apartments
For Rent
1BR duplex wioft bed law
utilities 412B N 5th St,
$235imo 759-4696
1BR furnished apts Partial
utilities paid, central h/a
newly decorated, new appliances stove, retrigera
tor, dishwasher Laundry
room furnished No pets,
1 yr lease 1606 Miller
753-0932 or 519-2699
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency new
MSU Partial utilities furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo 759-4406
2BR patio, shade, brick
No pets, $355/mo Call
753-6931
2BR Townhouse, 14
baths, all appliances including w/d furnished
Lease required. No pets
Available 8/16 753-4573
2BR upstairs apt, 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
3BR 3 bath, large 2 car
garage, executive type
$700/mo 1549-B Mockingbird Dr 2br, Ve bath $500
1551-B Mockingbird Dr
Available Sept 1st
753-5344
3BR apartment, unfurnished, water & garbage
furnished Can be seen at
The Tropics Tanning
$300/mo 753-8477
3BR apt, 703 So 4th St No
pets Call 436-2935 or
753-0839
AVAILABLE immediately
1BR, handicap accessible
unit Call 759-4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts,902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDD* 1-800-247-2510.
527-8574 or 492-8721
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westiy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888
LAKE FRONT CABIN
Furnished, utilities included, w/boat dock
$45/night, $260/wk,
$500/mo
Call
502-436-5099
LOCATION' Location'
3br, 2 bat

280

BBB BROKERS

25 yrs. In Business

753-5585

mopius
7-4386
2BR trailer No pets Refer
ences needed
Call
753-9866
FURNISHED 2br in small
quiet court Services provided $190/mo Call
753-8216 or 767-0388

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853
2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753 2552
LARGE fireproof building,
excellent location Four
overhead doors natural
gas office plenty of parking, car wash pit three
phase power, extra stor
age Available 8-1 97 or
sooner $375eno rent
$375 deposit 404 I N 4th
St Phone 753-3018 to
have cat returned
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621
SMALL business or office
space Utilities paid
753-6106 or 753-3258
SMALL office space
753 4509 Of 7536612

2 3BR, w/d hookpliances turn
central WI,

LAKE front house for rent at
Lakeway Shores Rent ne
gobable based on caretaking responsibilities Deposit necessary References required Call
436-5588 leave message if
no one home

ap-

'as
.-

Refer
""• ed Near uni
ye
753-4181 days
489-2181 nights
2-3BR, w/d hook-up, appliances furnished No
pets Lease & deposit required. References required. Available after Aug
20th. 753-4181 days,
489-2181 nights

NEW 2br 2 bath Maximum
2 occupants Taking appli
cations
5 2 7- 99 20
759-5026
NICE 2br w/attached garage low utilities $375/rno
plus dep 711 Payne St
759 4696

3BR viogas heat, low utili
ties nice home 605 Sycamore. $450/mo plus dep
759-4696

REDECORATED' 3br, appliances Reasonable utilities, no pets $500/mo deposit required 753-7920

4BR, 2 bath country home
$425/mo Deposit & reference 753-6012

SPACIOUS 2 story home
with 3br, 2 baths garage
central h/a, wall to wall
carpet full basement, large
eat in kitchen lease + deposits required Near university, available immediately
Appointment only
753 5523

48R 2 baths, nice brick,
central h/a Students welcome Appliances w/d
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
BRAND new, 2br, 1 bath,
built in 1 car garage privacy fence 753-9264,
leave message
DON'T want to look for
parking at MSU' 2BR 1
bath house, central heat,
washer & dryer No pets, 1
year lease Across street
from MSU $425 Deposit,
$425/mo More info call Ro
ef
nter rises
753-5140

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses cia Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753-2905 or
753-7536

FOR Rent or Lease
3a, 2 bath
prime
-ease re
monthly Call

7

NEEDED mature adult to
share rent & expenses on
large 1500 sq tt 2br apartment $295/mo, $295 deposit 753-7953
NICE 1-2 & 3b apts or
3-4br house wevasher &
dryer, furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished, all utilities
included No pets Lease &
deposit required
436-2755
NOW taking applications
for 1.2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central h/a w/d,
dishwasher, trash pick-up
& lawn care provided 11
miles from Murray toward
Mayfield on 121 lbr starts
at $315/mo No pets Deposit & references required
762-4483 8am-4pm
345-2748 after 5pm

2 BLUE
Collies 1
Greyhoure

DOG obec
private Si
years 43E

SIBERIAN
AKC rego
white blacl
brown eye
SIBERIAN
black &
white, all
$100 753

UKC revs
Amencar
males, 1 ft
753-7389

10YR old
trail horse

FOR sale
grey Gel(
saddle (les
stand bnd
4 bits 4 bl
chaps, tar
watering
boxes,
ropes, feet
ditioner,
brushes,
much mo
$2,200
leave mi
answer
FOR saleger filly
492-8723
GOATS to

NOW available' lyr lease
No pets Deposit required
lbr small $225. lbr large
$245 2br small $225 2br
large $285. 2br Inc Ht $275
All apts partly furnished - At
Almo 5mi N Murray . 4br, 2
bath hous
•
, new
duplex, $400 Ph 8amMon-Fri 753-4937

0090

FURNISHED 2 bedroom
brick Central h/a, bath &
shower, washer & dryer,
new cook stove microwaves $300 a month plus
$300 deposit No pets Call
753-9086 & ask for Joe
Morgan

1 ACRE ti
Almo Hei
way you
$1200/a
502 436 51

3 ACRES
Call 436 2

WeeRuns Children's Sale
Aug. 22-24
Half-price Sunday! Hundreds of Ty Beanies!
Including hard to find Disney "Pooh* and Spot
without a spot Beanies. New clothes and shoes
from Kotton Kids plus great deals on consigned
clothes, shoes, toys and baby furnishings! Shop
early for best selection. Come back Sunday for
half price!
Friday 9-4, Saturday 9-2, Sunday 1-4
Located in National Guard Armory Hwy. 121
Call 753-3238

SOUTH 641
SECURITY STORAGE
10 x 12 Units
Now Available

492-8238 759-5475
ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing In

03 ,
Mobile
Homes For Bent

701 South 12th, Murray, KY • 753-4389
Expires 10-31-97

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

559-8490

Best Pr-toes In Town
We Will NOT Be Undersold

Ft

Business
Rentals

Mobil.
Homes For Sale

SELL or trade (2) 350 sin
blocks $375 both or trade
for Mopar parts 753-7765
after 5 30pm

OPENINGS for before and
after school child care
Robertson and Southwest
School Districts 759-0276

4&
4

Classical Ballet for ages 8 & up at

•

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489 2722

POSITION available for
person with Master's De
gree in Psychology Send v
resume & salary require \
ments to PO Box 202,
Paris TN 38242

•

$1

IN home daycare by
licensed nurse For into call
767-0623
I will stay with elderly, sick
Anytime Call 753-4590
info

31:M

270
Articles
For Sate

PJ Brennens Restaurant
located on Hwy 121 N in
Murray now taking applica
Dons for grill cook, prep
cook, salad bar attendant,
and servers Apply in per
son 1 1 am 9pm Mon Sat

POSTAL JOBS, perma
nent, full time, $13/hr with
government benefits Apply
today fa clerk/ carrier Application into call f3am 8prn
1-800-270-8015 ext 90

150
Domestic
& Childcare

BEAUTIFL
North of tc
iced to sel

HALEY A
Haley, s
759 4218

KOPPERl
buyers wa
homes all
you are IIcontact or
ous and
agents at
by office ;

NEED M
ance7 Ca
ance at 75
that will
back'

YOU will I
and lake c
this 5 4 ad
for you W
from this
cated lust r
Landing ki
way 119 r
state line
mer at Moi
pany 414
Paris, 1MLS$2544

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
Weight Loss Classes
Thurs. 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
What the mind can cause, the mind can cute.

FREE CONSULTATION

FarMington Mini Storage
"Back To School Special"
s2Olmo
5x8

Call

II

10x10

'30/mo

10x20

45/mo

345-2748

or

762-4483

miles N. on Hwy. 121
Its Worth The Drive!!
munth minimum)

ill Mrs. Ann

Advisor 41.1
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•i give advice on Business, Marriage and Love Affairs
Reader &

Ami
1/2 MI
carol%

•Bnng Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Mn With Imitators

130

11 a.m. 10 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Rooms
For Rent

208 S. 12th Straot
Murray, Ky. 42071

2 FURNISHED rooms in
lovely country home Swim
ming pool, kitchen pn
vileges Calf 345 2605 at
ter 12 noon

For Appointment Phone
(502) 787-0508

•

1 .
1BR furnished lakefront
cottage, $12 a day with 90
day lease 753 4268
2/3 BEDROOM brick, new
carpet w/d hookup shade
No pets $435/rno Call
753 6931

ANTIQUE PHOTO RESTORATION
...and other exciting digital graphic's services,
including photo retouching, custom
heirloom tinting, and web site design.'
CALL TODAY!

502-436-2438

Quiet.
two fu
family
room
fireplal
centra
long d
trees,
Locate
seen I
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2 BLUE male miniature
Collies 1 miniature male
Greyhound 436-2930
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
SIBERIAN Husky pups
AKC registered, grey &
white black & white Blue &
brown eyes 759 0687
SIBERIAN Husky puppies,
black & white and red &
white all with blue eyes
$100 753 4114
UKC registered Miniature
American Huskies, 4
males, 1 female $200 Call
753-7089 for information

10YR old Gelding, good
trail horse 753 4276
FOR sale GENTLE 3yr old
grey Gelding Includes
saddle (less than tyr old) &
stand bridle, breast strap,
4 bits 4 blankets, 2 pair of
chaps, large Rubbermaid
watering trough, 2 tack
boxes, haulters, lead
ropes, feed, shampoo con
ditioner, grooming tools
brushes, hoof picks &
much more Everything
$2200 Call 767-0110
leave message if no
answer
FOR sale- Pepe Sand Ba
ger filly Information
492 8723
GOATS for sale 492-6159

ase
ired
arge
2br
275
1- At
x, 2
new
5Vril

mor

3BR Lakefront home in Pa
norama Shores New can
tral gas heat & air, gentle
sloping lot to water.
$119,900 Ready to sell
759-4696

FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40.000 firm Will not
divide Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message

14 ACRE wooded lot,
200tt paved road frontage
$6000 753-1940
V. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753 2592
BEAUIFUL wooded lot in
Whitnell Estates Price Reduced Call 753-6453
LAKE Subdivision lots in
area of nice year round
homes Lots are wooded
Can launch boats in area
Call Century 21,753-1492
Priced only $8,821
LARGE, beautiful lots in
Crossfield All utilities
Starting at $18,000 Phone
753-5541 Of 753-5630
LOT in Highland Oaks Subdivision in Almo, $5,000
753-1940

1 ACRE to 93 acres near
Almo Heights Most any
way you want it from
$1200iacre and up
502 436 5099
3 ACRES on paved Rd
Call 436-2045

LOTS' We have the loca
bon, pnce & size to fit your
lifestyle All w/city utilities
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM

BEAUTIFUL building site
North of town 5 acres priced to sell' Call 753-7836
28R brick house on 80
acres Big block barn for
workshop or livestock Located on Browns Grove Rd
Will sell all or separatly
474-8384

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1=11,

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and ,professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
NEED Mortgage Insurance" Call McNutt Insurance at 753-4451 for a plan
that will give you money
back'

YOU will love the privacy
and lake convenience that
this 5 4 acre lot will provide
for you Walk to the water
from this wooded lot located lust north of the Paris
Landing Manna off Highway 119 near the KY TN
state line Call Rusty Farmer at Moody Realty Company 414 Tyson Avenue in
Paris, 1-800 642-5093
MLSe25447

460
Homes
For Sale
1466 SQ ft 2-3br brick in
rural subdivision R•ducedl Ready to sell
753-1940
2-3BR house in Almo,
tastefully decorated, well
maintianed, owner motivated to sell 753-1940
3BR, 2 bath beck. 1350 sq
ft $48,500 5 miles west of
Murray Call 489-2449
3BR, 2 bath home. Less
than 1yr old. 6 miles North
of Murray. Has Jacuzzi in
master bath. Ventless fireplace in living room.
Kitchen & dining room Plus
breakfast nook All kitchen
appliances included 2 car
garage On V. acre. Priced
to sell at only $92,000
753-2592

Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots
Located on corner of Johnny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd., Murray, Ky.
Lots for 1500 sq. ft. homes or larger. All city
utilities within 1 mile of city limits. Lots
starting at $15,030 & up. Curbed & paved
roads %hill be completed before Oct. 1st. For
more info call:
753.9950.7-4 p.m., 759.1828-5 p.m.-9 p.m.
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
amplIMIreew

Welcome To

ALL the family will enjoy
this very nice 4a. 2'4 bath
home near Murray High
Large family room, wi
fireplace eat-in kitchen, separate dining, many updates $130 s May consider lease purchase
Please call Jean at Grey's
Properties 759-2001 or
753-3584
ATTRACTIVE residence at
1555 Oxford, Canterbury
Estates Features 4 bedrooms, 36 baths formal
Irving room, formal dining
room, family room Grand
mother s quarters, eat in
kitchen, double garage,
plus boat room Screened
porch, beautiful wooded lot
Amenities throughout
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLSe3001022
BRICK styling enhances
this 3br/ 2 bath ranch
Foyer, large living room
plus family room located
on treed lot on cul-de-sac,
central gas heat Call
James as this is lust now on
the market for only $99,921
at Century 21, 753-1492
BY Owner cozy 3br brick
on '4 acre in Hazel with
central h/a, refrigerator,
stove, d/w, newly remodeled $55,000 Call
(901)642-0291

1/2 Mile On 94 West
carolwood@msn.com

502-435-4487 or
800-265-7786

HOME plus 15 acres 3br, 1
bath Kitchen appliances
included Nicely landscaped wit new root in '97
Minutes from lake Priced in
the $60's 354-9232
IMMEDIATE possession
on this ready to move into
3br, 14 bath home vie(
beautiful sunroom, fenced
backyard, storage building
or shop $80's May consider lease purchase
Please call Jean at Grey's
Properties 759-2001 or
753-3584.
INVESTORS- check the lo
cation' Near hospital &
schools deep lot with storage building & 1 car garage
will make this 2br, 1 bath a
great rental property Call
Betty at 753-1222 Kopperud
Realty
MLSI3001067
JUST reduced, $105,000.
Charming 3br, 2 bath brick
ranch located on three lots
in very desirable S West
location Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for additional information
on MLS*3000894
MUST Sell' No reasonable
offer refused' 3br, 14 bath
with 20X20 workshop/ garage on '4 acre lot 3 miles
South of Mayfield in subdivision,Call collect 601-497 0149
NEAR KY Lake in Fairdealing . 3 acres. 1 pond, 50X69
2 story barn, 50X22 equipment barn 2600 sq It brick
house, 3br, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, beauty shop in basement, family room with fireplace, large patio, carport
BUiltin storm shelter Registered Border Collie
puppy Call (502)354-6112
or (502)354-8998
NEW 3br. 2 bath bock, 2car
garage ceramic tile, covered front porch, wood
deck conaete drive Natural gas city water, cable
1+ acre lot apprx 5 miles
north of Murray, 753-6816

NEW home in Preston
Heights, 3br, 2 bath 2 car
garage. oak cabinets in
kitchen whirlpool tub in
master bath, cathedral ceilings Quality home only
$124,500 For information
or appointment call
489-2054
NICE 3br home on extra bog
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50s Call
753-1623

Quiet country living Four bedroom brick,
two full baths, living room, dining room,
family room/kitchen-breakfast. Family
room has bookshelves with storage and
fireplace. Full basement with fireplace,
central gas heat, electric air, 30'x20 deck,
long driveway lined with beautiful maple
trees, 4.43 acres with barn and pond
Located eight miles from Murray May be
seen by appointment

Call 753-9164

,`000.000000.0.010000,000 0.001

PASSIVE Solar, view from
every window, 3br in this
1
story a real open floor
plan lust now on the
market and in immaculate
condition for only $69,921
Call Brenda at Century 21
753-1492
SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 3 5
baths on 2 lots less than 4
mile from city Established
plantings, fenced entry
courtyard with flagstone
walk large flagstone patio,
watergarden separate
storage and workshop Call
Century 21, 753-1492
easy to show for $134.421
THREE bedrooms three
baths, GE appliances slate
entry, Pella windows. 14'
beamed ceiling in great
room with fireplace and
conversational pit bookshelves, walk in pantry,
Watershed view Call Century 21, 753 1492

REDUCED
PRICE
$15,000 Motivated sellers
say BRING ME AN OFFER
on this 4te, 2 bath bock
home located in Southwest
School Dist Range. re
frigerator, cllw, fireplace
ceiling fans, central gas
heat central electric air, 2
lots and numerous up
dates Priced at $90,000 for
house & 2 lots Of will sell
house & 1 lot for $80,000
Call Mary Jane at Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS83000890 owner is
ky
locensed ealtoi

1990 CHEVY S 10 Blazer
1995 Dodge 1-ton dually,
4wd, extended cab
435-4201 after 5pm
1992 JEEP Comanche
4X4, Eliminator Pkg, black
swb, 4.01, 5sp, tilt, cruise
cass , a/c, aluminum
wheels, roll bar, fog lights,
tow hooks, skid plates,
posi trac, bedliner, sliding
window, keyless entry
alarm, built-in radar, runs
good $7.900 753-8111
1994 RANGER XLT, excellent condition, 22,900
miles p/s, p/b, radio/ cassette Clean Like new
$7900 436-2200

1984 TOYOTA Carnry LE,
$1500 obo 759-0651 or
753-4582

1986 CAMARO, V-6, auto,
cruise, air, pis, p/w, pil, p/b
$2500 obo Call 489-2599
1986 FORD Tempo, needs
new transmission $250
759-4077
1989 CHEVY Cavalier,
price reduced 1988 Pontiac Bonneville, 4dr, bargain 1988 Ford conversion
van, extra sharp, priced to
sell. 753-4545.

1992 RED Lumina Z34, 1
owner, 80xxx miles, fully
loaded, $9,000 Excellent
condition Call 435-4513
3pm -8pm
1994 MAZDA 626, 4dr,
automatic, extended warranty, excellent condition,
new tires Call 759-2491,
1994 PONTIAC Sunbird
red, 4 cyl 5sp, air, excellent
condition, 58,XXX miles
$7200 obo 762-0110
1994 TOYOTA Camry LE,
white, 70 XXX miles
$12,000 Call 753-9524 af
ter 5pm
1995 COUGAR XR7,
loaded all power, moon
roof, leather, 45.XXX
$12.000 489-02479 after
5pm
1995 FORD Crown Vic
20,XXX miles, like new
$15,900 Firm' 759-4415
1995 NISSAN Sentra GXE
It gold, 4dr, full power,
24xxx miles Excellent condition Must see' 492-8287
after 4
1996 CAMARO RS convertible, white 436-2269
495
Vans
1992 PLYMOUTH Voyager
SE minivan, 7 passenger,
pwr windows & locks.
cruise cassette white with
blue interior, high miles
great shape $5,100
753-6511
1995 GMC van 759-9580

1954 FORD p/u Lots o
work done & lots of parts to
go with it 753-2154
1984 CHEVY dually, 454
engine, a/c, pi, ptvr, 10. bed
with tool boxes 753-2154
1985 CHEVY 1 ton truck
w/lincoln welding machine
Will sell w Of wto welder
7510838
1989 Mazda In good con
dition
$3,000 obo
189 231'

ASPHALT Drivere•y
Sealing Driveways, park
mg lots, discounts to chur
ches Free estimates Call
Travis Asphalt Sealing
753-2279
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759 1515
BACKHOE Service- small
Jobs, driveways, box blade
rottertilling snow removal
753-0834 or 759 9835

1996 CHEVY truck ext
cab white loaded, auto
maw, low mileage extra
dean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987 leave message

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134
492-8584

510
Campers
1975 CAMPER trailer, 22'
excellent condition sleeps
6-8, self-contained, restored $2,800 753-3574
after 5pm

BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, shrub trimming, clean-up, mulch, etc,
etc Insured Free estimates 759-5353
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

520
Boats
& Motors
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24tt
pontoon boat with 1989
Mariner 135hp motor Call
753-9950 AM 759-1828
PM
1993 EXCEL 2011 runabout,
excellent condition Call
759-9954
1995 DAYTONA Tiger.
shark 1994 Montego
Tgershark 1995 Double
trailer Call 753-9950
1996 STRATOS 150 Intruder, fully loaded, extended deck, extended
warranty Must sell' Call
753-7823, after 5pm
1997 21' ASTRO single
console X Series bass boat
w,225 EFI Mercury Tandem trailer, lots of extra's
$21,500 Larry Ryan,
753-7687, 753-1644
1997 POLARIS Explorer
400 4X4, brand new, 1XX
miles, excellent condition
753-6044
20FT Celebrity 1995 Bo
wnder I/O, 350 ci Mer
cruiser,, $ 1 3 , 50 0
436-2525
2 1995 MONTEGO Tiger
Sharks. $5,000 for pair for
$2,700 each obo
436-5496
530

1990 BONNEVILLE, 4dr,
good condition Call
759,9954
1991 GRAND Am, black
2dr, ground effects, auto,
all electric $4800
759-9953

APPLIANCE REPAIR Ail
brands Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

1995 CHEVROLET Silverado Ext cab 4x4, dark blue,
loaded, new tires Sharp,
30xxx miles 492-6228

170

CHARMING 4a, 3 bath,
Motorcycles
conveniently located near
hospital & school, $79.500 1979 HONDA 500, custom,
Ph 759-9439
$700 obo 1982 Honda
900. very fast, $975 obo
PRICE REDUCED' 3br. 2
436-2102, ask for Ben
bath, brick ranch 2146sq ft
on 5 acres, 5 miles south- 1996 WARRIOR, good
west of Murray Hardwood condition 436-2584
floor under carpet fireplace, cedar lined closets
New workshop, mature
111131port Utility
shade & fruit trees,
Vehicles
$126,000 obo 1164 Fur1991
FORD
Bronco, Eddie
ches Trail 435-4522
Baur edition, low mileage,
FOR Sale By Owner 3br excellent condition
brick on 1 5 acre lot Great $13.500 obo 767-0030
location at Wisweil Crossroads, in view of SW Elem
Immediate possession
489-2756

NEW 4be 24 baths in
Spring Creek Oaks Would
trade for other property
Built by contractor
753 3672 after 4pm

Named #1 Retirement Spot In
America By The Rand McNally Co.

PAMPER yourself with this
contemporary on the lake
2 bedroom newly decorated with designer up
grades custom kitchen,
some marble floors gas
heat immediately available All this plus a small
guest house Call Century
21 753-1492

Sink*.
Offered
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs sidew
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages decks,
remodeling vinyl siding
20 yrs experience
753 5592
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing decking,roofing & electrical
489-2832
COOKSEY Plumbing Repair & new installation
436-2667
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff s Recovery, Murray 436-5560

AFFORDABLE quality,
building you be proud ofl
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding porches decks
fencing concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates 767 9118
Elite Building
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, Junk clean up
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436-2867
AFFORDABLE Homes
Built to satisfaction see
how competitive we are to
the price of a doublewide
mobile home Free consul
tenon & estimates Call
S&K Construction
753 7091
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trawled by 3 meow
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

.
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floors?
Problems is the hoes* cam be from
water w meietwe wider the house!
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
CALL FOR A FREE EVALUATION

Do you have sagging or shaky

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

(502)575-4722

TIRED of wind & hall damage? Get the Smart Roof
Free estimates STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING
7 5 3 - 6 5 8 5
1 800-552 5072

B 8 S Trucking 8
elko*Septic Tanks 6;4

TOM'S WINDOW &
CLEANING SERVICE For
all your residential & commercial cleaning needs
Gutter & siding 759-3463

New Driveways & Roads or Repairs
Burn Out Cleanup
New Septic Systems & Repairs
All Backhoe Work & Hauling
Gravel, White Rock, Fill Sand

WALLPAPER, borcers &
paint, dean, neat honest &
dependable, with plenty of
references Call for free es
bmate Kelly's Wallcover
ing's Plus 436-5503

(502) 474-8267

mb Brothers

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WEB Site Design & Hosting Kentucky Webs,
6 5 3 - 3 1 1 4
httpJ/KyWebs com

Tree Service

502
,
411,36-574411,
1.-800-548-5,243.2

DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108

FIND A
RARE DEAL
With the Classifieds!

Clean out your closet
or clean up on
antiques in our
Classified pages.
Check under
'Garage/ Yard Sales"
"Auctions" and
"Used Merchandise".
ELECTRICIAN- R&R

Tree Trimming
Cleareap Service
Fell Lime of
Egeapenem

LICENSED ik INSURED Free filamaiss
21 Hr Service
Hedge 'rimming
I
Ire. Sprapng
Tree .4 Samna
Removal
ilar

WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message

DANNY Robinson Painting 753-5292

Quality Semler

LAMB BROS

ROOFING
-0 -

Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytimel
800-821-6907

rado, tams& idittp ° °,
121 Park 9 Sell
Come see the good selection of
cars, trucks, motor/tonics
campers. Experience our no
hassle shopping. Call 753-3985
to Park & Sell your vehicle

ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cell* 519-1592

FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
fence at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.

ADAMS HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside or
out No Job too small
502 759 9906

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

3-D DOZING, backhoe,
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways foundations
502-437-4969

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

-01.•

Do you have water or moisture problems
under your house or in your basement"

Classified

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

L
i
;C
.
o
)
i

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves. 'NEW
HOURS' Mon-Fn, 1-530
Free estimates Visa/MC
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
accepted 753-0530
decks fencing pole teens,
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

1988 DODGE Dakota, V6
Sap $2200 753-2279

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured. Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

STEVE'S Home Improvement, for all your remodel
log needs inside & out Ph
759-8645

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & bath Cabinets

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work. bushhogging
mulch hauling Gerald Carroll, 492-6159

1.

HANDYMAN Company
We do it all' Roofing &
siding specials 474-8621

Ceramic Tile • Dry Wall • Drain Cleaning • Electrical Repairs
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860

e

I will mow your yard Call
759-4659, after 6pm

1\111 1‘1\1
141•
rP/
"

LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling,
additions, roofing siding,
free estimates 436-2269

Over 20 years experience

Local references upon request

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435 4358

MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
Free
estimates
502 382 2440
NEED new root or improving the look of your home.
'
Gutters siding & small re
pairs are our specialty
Concrete resurfacing
systems? Don't tear out
your old concrete reeur
face it into a decorative
product such as brick pay
ers or No Call Schroeder
Construction for free esn
mates 767-9474
PAINTING Interior ester
oor Pressure washing Free
estimates 437 3879
PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

759-0337

NED WALKER

LEE'S Carpel Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free
estimates 302 S 12th
753-5827

MICHAEL'S Transmissions Complete overhaul
on late model domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmis
sloes Call 753-0152

Drop by and see our showroom
Bra.1.!
ACM SUNBuRY MuRRAY
51 5440

To place a Classited ad
of your own call

753-1916.
Murray
Ledger &
Times

ADT Security
now has local representative for the
Murray area.
Security Co.
in the U.S.

Residential Systems '99
Commercial Systems '299
Call Pat Butler

502-436-6159

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

fast

ROOFING New roofs
learoffs rerools Free estimate. 437-4718
SMALL engine repair
75,3 0260

rn

Call Us Today!

753-1916
-

Best Copy Available
61it
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
:)ictured are students from
Bl!amensrasse School in Bregenz,
Attstria, touring the National Scouting Museum with Jerry Milprincipal, and Marion
ourke, guidance counselor, at
Cakloway County High School
wave the students are special
g uksts.
births reported include a girl to
Mk. and Mrs. Gregg Garland,
AO. 6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Barry Triplett, Aug. 7; a
boy to Kimberly and William
MoCallon and a boy to Tami and
Bryan Carter, Aug. 13; a boy to
Ken and Wendell Chadwick,
Aug.15.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Commissioners
voted to have a pharmacy in the
new medical arts building now
under construction at the hospital.
Tim Graves has been appointed
as postmaster at New Concord
Post Office.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Humphzey of Murray were among
more than 1,600 people at the
32oid annual meeting of Soil Conservation Society of America at
Riphmond, Va., Aug. 7-12.
tirths reported include a boy
to:.Dale and Helen Spann, July
25.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Ronnie L. Pea, son
of yr. and Mrs. L.G. Pea, has
completed a wheeled vehicle mechanic course at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Barbara Lynn Brown, daughter

let

of James and Elaine Brown ot
Murray, has been named as a majorette with the Murray State
University Marching Band. She is
a sophomore elementary education major.
Mr. and Mrs.. Madison Jones of
Murray attended a Tupperware
Jubilee at Orlando, Fla.
Forty years ago
Calloway County High Schools
at Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Lynn
Grove, Kirksey and New Concord
will open Aug. 26, according to
County Superintendent Buron
Jeffrey.
An aerial view photograph of
Murray Hospital and grounds is
published. Bernard Harvey is
hospital administrator.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Ahan and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Peeler.
Jan Alice Weatherford and
James W. Cooper were married
Aug. 3 at Corinth, Miss.
Fifty years ago
Gordon Clapp, TVA chairman,
and other TVA officials inspected
the farm of Johnny Walker of
near Murray today. It is one of
the Calloway County farms being
used as a test demonstration
farm.
Mrs. George Hart, president of
Murray's Girl Scout Association,
said the Girl Scout Cabin at Murray City Park is expected to be
completed this week. The Girl
Scouts will now take over the interior decorating and furnishing
of the cabin.

By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 20. the 232nd day of 1997. There are
133 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 20, 1968, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact nations
began invading Czechoslovakia to crush the "Prague Spring" liberalization drive of Alexander Dubcek's regime.
On this date:
In 1833, Benjamin Harrison, the 23rd president of the United
States, was born in North Bend, Ohio.
In 1866, President Andrew Johnson formally declared the Civil War
over, even though the fighting had stopped months earlier.
In 1914, German forces occupied Brussels, Belgium, during World
War!.
In 1918, Britain opened its offensive on the Western front during
World War I.
In 1920, pioneering American radio station 8MK in Detroit (later
WWI) began daily broadcasting.
In 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill paid tribute to
the Royal Air Force, saying, "Never in the field of human conflict
was so much owed by so many to so few."
In 1953, the Soviet Union publicly acknowledged it had tested a
hydrogen bomb.
In 1955, hundreds of people were killed in anti-French rioting in
Morocco and Algeria.
In 1964, President Johnson signed a nearly SI billion anti-poverty
measure.
In 1977, the United States launched Voyager 2, an unmanned spacecraft carrying a 12-inch copper phonograph record containing greetings in dozens of languages, samples of music and sounds of nature.
Ten years ago: A federal appeals court in Washington, D.C., rejected Lt. Col. Oliver North's argument that the independent counsel
investigating the Iran-Contra affair was operating under an invalid
Justice Department regulation.
Five years ago: ln the early hours of Aug. 20, the Republican National Convention in Houston renominated President Bush and Vice
President Quayle. On the evening of the 20th, Bush delivered a hardhitting speech in which he attacked the Democrats and promised to
seek across-the-board tax cuts if re-elected.
One year ago: President Clinton approved the first minimum-wage
increase in five years, raising the hourly minimum by 90 cents to
$5.15 per hour over 13 months. Susan McDougal was sentenced in
Little Rock, Ark., to two years in prison in a Whitewater fraud case.
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FOR BETT'ER or FOR WORSE

Due to the recent strike
For Better or For Worse will not
be available today.
• GARFIELD
IT'S NINE.1)
,
DEGREES

AND WE'RE OUT OF
POWDERED SUGAR!

MALLARD FILLMORE

How cow

Ttiay cA14
Ay 'At*.oN TV

OUT WE cAg-t,y,Ay IT IN -01E
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DEAR HURT:The next time a
disparaging remark is made
about the fact that you are a
working wife, say,"My husband
is the light of my life. I have
never been happier than I have
been during the years of our
marriage. I can't imagine why
you think I am overburdened.
And it hurts me when you make
disparaging remarks about my
life and the man I love."
DEAR ABBY: My situation was
similar to that of "Single Dad in
San Diego," whose drug-addicted

neglected their
son. Sadly, a child can be seriously
affected by the neglect or emotional
abuse of an unhealthy parent. Children who grow up with a chemically
dependent parent carry lasting
scars into adulthood, resulting in
problems with intimacy, low selfesteem, depression, drug or alcohol
abuse and more.
Rather than waste time complaining about my wife's behavior
and the unfairness of the situation.
I put my energies into helping
myself and my son. I attended
meetings of Al-Anon Family Groups
and learned that I didn't have to be
a victim, even if I was powerless to
change her behavior. Her shame
and denial prevented her from
acknowledging how her son was
being hurt, and she resisted my
efforts to get help for him. Fortunately, I didn't give up.
I took my son to Alateen, where
he received powerful and positive
messages about his own self-worth,
which helped to counteract the negative messages he was receiving as
a result of his mother's inattentiveness. I also sought professional
counseling for him which dealt with
the specific problems that children
of chemically dependent or emotionally unstable parents face.
It wasn't easy to find an affordable counselor who was willing to
see a client on weekends (the only
time my son was with met, but my
persistence paid off. I was able to
find someone who was of invaluable
help to my son. He has learned to
love his mother while disliking the
symptoms of her illness, and he's
much better off today than he would
have been had I wasted my energy
pointing the finger at her and
bemoaning my fate.
GRATEFUL IN SYRACUSE,N.Y.
former girlfriend

DEAR GRATEFUL: Your son
is fortunate to have a father as
committed to him as you are.
Your letter could serve as a road
map for other noncustodial
fathers
who are struggling with
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DEAR ABBY. I have never mitten to you before, but I have a problem that I hope you can help me
with. I have been married to the
same man for almost 25 years. We
are very happy and have a good life.
My problem is my family. They constantly use the word "overburdened" when they describe me and
intimate that it is my husband's
fault.
I work full time, which they see
as a problem. Quite honestly. I'd
prefer to he a stay-at-home mom.
but in today's world it takes two
paychecks. My family know the statistics, but believe that I'm forced to
work because my husband is not a
good enough provider It doesn't
help that my sister does not work
and they think her husband is wonderful.
My husband works full time and
helps around the house. I can't have
a direct confrontation with my parents because of their declining
health. I also realize it will probably
be impossible to change their opinion, but I'd like to know how to handle their degrading remarks.
HURT IN TULSA
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As you might have guessed, these
drugs also have a variety of side
effects. However, they are more effective than electroshock treatment and
seem to be safer.
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Small town shattered by loner's rampage
COLEBROOK, N.H. (AP) —
When Judge Vickie Bunnell saw
the armed man who pulled up in
a patrol car was not an officer,
she ran out the back of her office.
She knew him — she had filed a
restraining order against him,
even described him as a "time
bomb."
Bunnell ran through the office
of The News and Sentinel,
screaming, "It's Drega! He's got
a gun!" said Kenn Stransky, a reporter who knew the 44-year-old
lawyer and part-time judge.
"He shot her in the back. She
died instantly," Stransky said.
Carl Drega, 67, also killed two
state troopers and a newspaper
editor who struggled with him
Tuesday, then wounded four
other officers before he was
killed in a 45-minute gun battle
with police.
The rural quiet of this northern
New Hampshire town of 2,400
began disintegrating about 2:45
p.m. when two state troopers
stopped Drega's red pickup for a
traffic violation outside a
supermarket.
Within minutes, state troopers
Scott Phillips, 32, of Colebrook,
and Leslie Lord, 45, of Pittsburg,
were dead Drega, wearing a bul-

letproof vest, shot them both with
an assault rifle.
He hopped into a police cruiser
for the short drive to the building
that housed the weekly newspaper and Bunnell's law office.
Bunnell's troubles with Drega
dated to at least 1991, when, as a
selectwoman in Drega's hometown of Columbia, she had him
removed in handcuffs from the
town hall over a zoning dispute.
After one confrontation, Bunnell
obtained a restraining order
against Drega, Stransky said.
"She said he was a time
bomb," he said.
Dennis loos, 51, the paper's
editor, was shot dead when he
tried to intervene as Drega chased
after Bunnell, who had fled into
the parking lot.
Drega then jumped back into
the stolen cruiser and raced
across the Connecticut River into
Bloomfield, Vt., where witnesses
saw him open fire on New Hampshire Fish and Game Officer
Wayne Saunders, striking him in
the arm. Saunders' badge stopped
the other bullet.
"There were shots, lots of
them, and they were loud," said
Anthony De Banville, who runs a
store in Bloomfield.

KSP names female captain
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Linda Smith, an 18-year veteran
of the Kentucky State Police, has
made history as the first woman
promoted to captain.
•
Smith received her silver bars
in a promotion ceremony Tuesday at the state crime lab. She remains assigned to the recruitment
section at the agency's headquarters in Frankfort.
Another woman, Alecia Edgington, was promoted from
trooper to sergeant and assigned
to headquarters as a staff officer.
Edgington had been part of Gov.
Paul Patton's security detail.
Other officers promoted, with
assignments:
—Capt. Earl M. Luttrell, inspections and evaluations,
Frankfort.
—Capt. Jimmy W. Young, intelligence, Frankfort.

,Saunders, 28, was hospitalized
ad listed in fair condition early
today.
Drega abandoned the shot-up
cruiser in Brunswick, Vt., a few
miles south.
By then, scores of heavily
armed officers closed in on
Drega, who shot and wounded
four men before he took a fatal
bullet, said James Walton, Vermont commissioner of public
safety.
"It was a firelight. He was on
a ridge and in the woods.
Whenever he presented himself
enough of a target to get a round
off, I'm sure they did," Walton
said.
Border Patrol agent John
Pfeifer, 33, of Derby, Vt., was
shot in the chest and hospitalized
in critical condition. New Hampshire trooper Jeffrey Caulder, 32,
was shot in the leg and fellow
trooper Robert Hasse, 38, was cut
on a foot by shrapnel.
Police believe officers shot and
killed Drega, but it won't be clear
until an autopsy is performed.
Sometime before the wild
three-hour rampage, authorities
believe Drega torched his home
in Columbia, located just south of
Colebrook. Bunnell had served as

s town seiCLiv.0111.111
from 1990 until early 1995.
Drega had a long history of
conflict with town officials. In
the early 1970s, the town took
him to court over a zoning violation because he refused to finish
a house, which was covered with
tar paper, former selectman Kenneth Parkhurst said.
One night in 1991, Drega
showed up at the town hall and
began rummaging through property files. Bunnell called state police, who handcuffed and removed him, Parkhurst said.
"We had to bar him out of the
place," Parkhurst said. "We had
to keep a cop on duty just for our
own safety for a while."
The same year, neighbor Gary
Phillips said, Bunnell went to
Drega's house to serve him with
court papers and Drega greeted
her and a police officer with a
gun.
By Tuesday evening, Bunnell's
friend Bill Whitaker was driving
by the supermarket on his way to
work.
"I couldn't figure out what
was happening. I thought maybe
it was a mock disaster drill," he
said. ''When I got to work, the
TV was on, I could not believe
it.
CUIUlliblii

Pets of week featured

—Capt. Harry J. West, internal
affairs, Frankfort.
—Lt. Kevin D. Payne, public
affairs, Frankfort.
—Lt. Michael L. Smith, records, Frankfort.
—Lt. Henry P. Cease, Kentucky State Police Academy,
Frankfort.
—Lt. William J. Ward III, Post
10, Harlan.
—Sgt. Michael F. Reichenbach, Post 12, Frankfort.
—Sgt. Deron E. Berthhold,
Post 4, Elizabethtown.
—Sgt. Jack A. Miniard, Post 8,
Morehead.
—Sgt. Brian K. Carlisle, aircraft, Frankfort.
—Sgt. Ricki L. Allen, Post 1,
Mayfield.
—Sgt. William E. Payton, Post
2, Madisonville.

JIM 14AHANES/LIdger 8 Times photo
The Murray City Council recently recognized local health officials for
their assistance in giving 520 physical exams to local high school students. Shown here are Dr. Steve Hall and Susie Lane, R.N. being recognized by council member Bill Wells. Hall and Lane were among 20 other
doctors and nurses who administered the physicals and donated
$26,000 in services to area youth.
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On the average, each person in the U.S. uses about 70 gallons of
water per day in his or her home.

Commercial Property
For Sale
•

Price Just Reduced Substantially
Large Commercial Building - Iliciudes office space, kitchen,
bath & storage w/central gas heatiali Parking in front & back
of building. Excellent location close to Super Wal-Mart.
#3000869
ANIMAL SHELTER photos
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are from left, a black and white
DSH, neutered male, 1'h years, named "Patches" and Chow/Lab mix
puppies, male and female, two months. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5
p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call
the shelter at 759-4141.
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HOT WEARER FOODS

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Frozen
URKEY
BREAST

• U.S.D.A.
Choice Half

Mk,

RIBEYE
ROLL

•

•
A

California
CAULIFLOWER

$1100

Lb.
Fishers Meat or Cheese

Wieners

Oscar Mayer

99c
Lb. $4.99

Ribeye Steak

$1.49
16 oz. pkg. $2.49

Lunchables

12 oz. pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choice

Sliced Bacon

„x.

.,

SLICED
BOLOGNA

TOMATOES

Lb.

Lb.
Hillshire Farm

$2.69
Lb. $2.99

16 oz.

Pork Chops

Red Ripe
Large Slicing

79

Oscar Mayer
Boneless Center Cut

Green Peppers

FRYER
BREAST

120z.
Pkg.
Ham 6 Cheese

Each

Large

Boneless
Skinless

Ar8.154

59°
Each 59°

Cucumbers

4.5 oz. pkg.

Field Reg. or Thick

N
;Cr an vN Bryan
Ins

Head

Fresh In The Shuck

Summer Sausage
Chicken Chunks

10.5 oz. pkg.

4 Ears $1.00
Lb. 89'

Yellow Corn

9 oz. Roll $1.39

Tyson

Yellow Crook Neck

$2.59

Squash

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER COUPONS EVERYDAY! SEE TORE FOR DETAILS.
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SINGLES
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Nunn Better

Golden Country Single Wrap

ICA Grade A

FLOUR

CHEESE FOOD

LARGE EGGS

5 Lb. Bag

10.7 Oz. Pkg.

99c G9'

Thrifty 16 Lb. Bag

Dog
Food

s2"

Colas

14 Oz. Box

69
Prices Effective
Aug. 20-Aug. 26

FREE
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POTATOt S
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Additional Purchase
Limit I

Limit 4
2 Liter Btl.

Coke
Products
•
R146(11 (UT
I WI MK HIRIII)
N1141015

12 Oz. Can

89

C

IGA Dinner 7'/. ox. Box

Macaroni
8 Cheese

FRIES

64 Oz. Bottle

5 Lb Bag

39
/62

%
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.
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Nature's Best Crtnkle Cut Frozen

APPLE JUICE

tot

ORANGE JUICE

•

is>
ork ""
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•
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" 4
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VELVEETA CHEESE'
AND SHELLS

12 Pack - 12 Oz. Cans
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Products

.41.4MV
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COKE PRODUCTS

6 Pk. 1/2 Liter Btl.

1GA
2 Liter Btl.

ZGAI

1

99

ti:tifies
IICRACKE
RS

Biue kt •
Bonnet
•.•

Bonnet

Blue Bonnet

OLEO

611c 39'
16 Oz. Box

HOMETOWN PROUD

4 Stick Lb. Box Reg. or Lite

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

